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Foreword 

The papers in this Record address a broad range of issues in aviation: airline operations 
and airport congestion, economic impacts, aviation system planning, modeling and fore
casting, and airline safety . 

Wheeler examines the profitability of airline hub-and-spoke operations and concludes 
that this type of route structure has enabled airlines to increase the efficiency of their 
operations and to provide increased service at lower cost. 

Ozoka and Ashford apply disaggregate modeling techniques to determine the major 
factors influencing passengers' choice of airports in Nigeria. Unlike airline passengers 
in developed countries such as the United Kingdom or the United States where flight 
frequency and fare are predominant considerations, Nigerian airline passengers attach 
greatest importance to travel time for airport access. 

Baro! deals with the question of using the Regional Input-Output Modeling System 
(RIMS II) to estimate airport-dependent economic impacts. 

Two papers by Brander et al. examine economic factors that affect airline competition. 
The first deals with the ability of dominant carriers to use slot pricing as a measure to 
exclude potential rivals or to force financially weaker competitors out of a market. The 
second paper takes up the related question of congestion, concentration, and contest
ability. Both papers reach similar conclusions: it is not feasible for dominant, financially 
stronger carriers to use slot auctions and airport access pricing as effective competitive 
weapons against weaker incumbents or potential new entrants. 

Kanafani et al. explore using Service Difficulty Reports (SDR) as indicators of airline 
safety and find consistent evidence that the safety posture of an airline , as shown by 
SDRs, is correlated primarily with the scale of operations (stage length and the number 
of operations) and aircraft type (wide body versus narrow body) . These conclusions hold 
true regardless of whether the airline is a new entrant or an established carrier. 

McDougall and Cho describe a model to estimate average annual flight hours and 
project maximum practical flight hours over the service life of various types of general 
aviation aircraft. They conclude that the model provides useful information for aircraft 
manufacturers in developing marketing strategies and for aircraft operators in making 
purchase decisions and in planning fleet expansion. 

v 
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Strategies for Maximizing the 
Profitability of Airline Hub-and
Spoke Networks 

COLIN F. WHEELER 

The use of hub-and-spoke networks by the U.S. airline industry 
is examined. The strengths and weaknesses of this type of route 
structure are assessed, and empirical and quantitative evidence 
is used to identify strategies for maximizing the economic suc
cess of an airline hub-and-spoke network. The hub location 
and network design process, as well as aircraft scheduling, is 
discussed. The author concludes that the use of hub-and-spoke 
networks has enabled airlines to provide increased operating 
efficiency and service at a lower cost to consumers of air 
transportation. 

Since deregulation of the commercial aviation industry in 1978, 
many U.S. airlines have adopted a routing and scheduling 
strategy known as hub and spoke. The concept , named for 
the similarity of such a network to a wheel , involves the fun
neling of passengers from outlying cities via spoke routes to 
one or more centrally located hub airports at which-because 
of coordinated flight schedules-convenient connections to 
other cities in the network can be made. The operation of 
hub-and-spoke , or radial, networks has come under increasing 
scrutiny in recent years because of congestion from the large 
volume of and extreme peaks in arrivals and departures at 
hub airports. Despite the resulting strain on the air traffic 
control (ATC) system from using the hub-and-spoke strategy, 
its use nevertheless allows both airlines and passengers to 
realize a number of benefits. 

By examining the success and failure of the hub-and-spoke 
networks that have emerged within the past decade, it is pos
sible to draw some conclusions about how these networks 
should be designed and operated to maximize the profitability 
of the operating carrier. This paper identifies various methods 
for achieving maximum efficiency, beginning with discussion 
of the hub-and-spoke concept and followed by recommen
dations for optimizing carrier hub locations, network design, 
and flight schedules. 

HUB-AND-SPOKE STRATEGY 

With the hub-and-spoke strategy, an airline operates spoke 
routes from one or more hub airports. The convergence of 
flights on a hub at approximately the same time is referred 
to as a "bank," or "complex." Each bank lasts from the time 

Continental Airlines Corporation, P.O. Box 4607, Houston, Tex. 
77019. 

the first inbound flight arrives at the hub until the last out
bound flight has departed. Flight schedules are coordinated 
such that passengers can transfer between flights on a bank . 
After an adequate ground time to allow passengers and bag
gage to be exchanged, participating aircraft depart for their 
respective spoke cities. Flights are generally routed from one 
spoke to another in approximately the opposite direction from 
the hub . Banks are usually routed to serve traffic flows in a 
specific direction . 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

The main advantages of using hub and spoke are as follows: 

• A hub-and-spoke network provides high-frequency ser
vice to a large number of low-density city pairs . A network 
allows a carrier to market many origin and destination (0 
and D) possibilities to each spoke city , thus allowing the car
rier to compete in many markets and expend relatively few 
resources. High-frequency service is desirable because it is 
attractive to business passengers-who constitute approxi
mately 50 percent of all airline traffic in the United States
and because it increases the carrier's chance of achieving top
line display in computer reservation systems (CRS) (J). 

• The high demand for nonstop service allows a hub-and
spoke operator to realize higher-than-average fares on a non
stop route that it monopolizes. 

• The large number of 0-and-D markets served allows a 
hub-and-spoke operator to minimize its dependence on any 
particular market or group of markets and to reduce the risks 
involved in adding a new city to its system. 

• A carrier with a hub-and-spoke system can market a large 
number of possible itineraries and thereby increase the rate 
at which passengers are retained on-line. On-line retention 
of passengers is desirable because the carrier keeps a con
necting passenger's full fare, rather than only a portion allo
cated by proration. 

• The large number of possible routings of aircraft and crew 
at hubs permits greater use of equipment and labor , as well 
as increased operational flexibility. 

The main disadvantages of using hub and spoke are as 
follows: 
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• A huh-and-spoke network contributes to congestion and 
delay at major hub airports and in the traffic sectors that serve 
these airports. Although these problems are largely the result 
of the narrowing gap between system capacity and volume of 
aircraft movements, they are exacerbated by the self-imposed 
delay that results from the "complexing" of flight schedules 
by hub carriers for connecting flights. 

• The consolidation of operations at hubs results in overuse 
of terminal staff, gates, and equipment at a carrier's hub 
stations. A hub-and-spoke network consequently has higher 
departme costs-variable station and landing fee expenses
than do linear networks. 

• Poor weather conditions at hub airports can result in 
increased costs because of reaccommodation of misconnected 
passengers, prevention of illegal crews, and other operational 
problems. 

Economics of Complexing 

Of the hundreds of thousands of airport pairs in the United 
States, only a small number are able to generate enough traffic 
to make scheduled nonstop service profitable. By operating 
a hub-and-spoke network, an airline can provide frequent 
service between a large number of airport pairs that do not 
generate enough passengers to support nonstop or direct (one 
or more stops , but no transfer to other aircraft) services. 
Although local traffic between a hub and its spoke cities may 
not be great enough for each route to make a profit, each 
spoke route also carries passengers traveling to and from other 
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spoke cities behind the hub. Cross-feeding between spokes 
allows a hub-and-spoke operator to realize higher load factors 
than it would if each route were operated separately with no 
passenger interchange between routes 

As the number of routes emanating from a hub increases, 
there is an exponential increase in the number of 0-and-D 
markets served. For example, a hub with 10 spokes serves 55 
0-and-D markets, but a hub with 20 spokes se1 ves not 110, 
but 210 markets . [The number of 0-and-D markets served 
by a hub is equal to (N2/N)/2, where N equals the total number 
of cities in the network (including the hub).] The ability of 
hub-and-spoke networks to exponentially increase the num
ber of possible itineraries as the number of routes increases 
is one reason for the recent consolidation of some airline 
carriers. 

Table 1 illustrates the ability of a hub-and-spoke network 
to efficiently serve a large number of markets with a minimum 
expenditure of resources. Identified are the 0-and-D volumes 
and average fares for Continental Airlines ' Denver-Portland 
(DEN-POX) route. For proprietary reasons, some of the val
ues used in this example have been modified. Continental 
currently operates three round trip flights on the DEN-POX 
sector and carries an average of 70 local and 154 flow pas
sengers per day each way. As shown in the table, if Conti
nental had to rely exclusively on local traffic, it would have 
an actual load factor lower than its break-even load factor 
and consequently would lose money on the route. However, 
if it were able to flow traffic to and from its other spokes 
leaving Denver, the number of added passengers and extra 
revenue would allow Continental to make a profit on the 
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route . As demonstrated in this example, although local traffic 
is important because it is high yield [average revenue per 
passenger mile (RPM)], lower yield flow traffic is also impor
tant because the added RPM can result in greater total 
revenue. 

Although an airline's ideal network should allow minimal 
travel time itineraries between any two cities in its system, in 
reality it is rarely possible for a carrier to competitively serve 
100 percent of the potential 0-and-D markets in its network. 
Some itineraries will invariably be too circuitous to success
fully market to the public. Such a situation exists, for example, 
for airlines that primarily operate transcontinental service and 
those that operate spokes from one or more central hubs to 
western and eastern cities. (TWA and Braniff currently oper
ate networks of this kind.) Connections can be made between 
aircraft operating on a route going in one direction from a 
hub and those going in the opposite direction, without dra
matically increasing travel times. However, it is unlikely that 
itineraries between two cities in the same region would be 
able to attract many passengers. Passengers would be required 
to fly to a hub airport, change planes, and then fly to their 
destination. 

Itineraries that require substantial circuity to a connecting 
hub often face competition from carriers offering shorter travel 
time between the spoke cities in that itinerary. It is undesir
able for a carrier to market such itineraries because doing so 
would dilute its yield. The desire by airlines to minimize travel 
times of all or most of the traffic flows in their system is a 
main reason why the major carriers have recently acquired 
most of the national and regional airlines and created addi
tional hubs. (Note that since 1981, airlines have been classified 
on the basis of annual revenues. "Major" carriers have annual 
revenues in excess of $1 billion; "national" carriers have annual 
revenues between $100 million and $1 billion; "regional" car
riers have annual revenues between $10 and $100 million; and 
"commuter" carriers have annual revenues less than $10 
million.) 

Invariably there will be some circuitous flight connections 
in a carrier's network. The decision of which itineraries should 
be considered salable, and therefore identified in the carrier's 
CRS and system timetable, is subjective. 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR HUB LOCATION 

Although deregulation allows an airline the freedom to enter 
and exit cities at will and therefore the option to move hubs 
as markets and traffic flows change, the expense and difficulty 
of moving hubs severely limits an airline's ability to do so. 
Consequently, the decision of where to place a carrier's hubs 
is important. 

Large Local Traffic Base 

The most important consideration involved in the deciding 
on hub location is the volume of 0-and-D traffic in the can
didate hub city. Hubs located in cities that generate a large 
amount of local 0-and-D traffic are desirable because they 
allow the carrier to compete effectively for high-yield local 
traffic and, consequently, to minimize dependence on lower-
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yield flow traffic. This is one reason for the success of United 
Airlines in Chicago, American Airlines in Dallas/Ft. Worth, 
and Continental Airlines in Houston. It is particularly desir
able to have a hub located in a city with high 0-and-D volumes 
and to achieve a high market share of passengers originating 
in, and destined for that city. Carriers that have achieved this 
ideal include USAir in Pittsburgh, TWA in St. Louis, and 
Northwest in Minneapolis/St. Paul. Each of these airlines car
ries close to 80 percent of the locally originating passengers 
at the hub city. 

Central Location 

Another important factor in determining hub placement is 
that it be centrally located. The hub should be at or near the 
midpoint of the cities it will be serving, weighted by the vol
ume of traffic between each of these cities (i.e., it should be 
at the point of minimum aggregate travel). The importance 
of locating hubs at or near the weighted midpoint of the cities 
served by that hub stems from the desirability of minimizing 
network circuity and the total elapsed travel time of traffic 
flowing through a carrier's system. Minimizing network cir
cuity results in lower fuel consumption and crew pay time, as 
well as higher yields. 

Minimal Competition 

A third consideration in the hub placement decision is the 
competition present in each candidate city. The desirability 
of dominating hub cities encourages airlines to create hubs in 
cities not currently used as hubs . Hubs strategically situated 
in certain cities to serve a particular traffic flow but used as 
a hub by other carriers usually generate low yields on those 
carriers' mutual nonstop services. These low yields are a result 
of the intense competition that exists on such routes. An 
example of a strategically situated city that generates low 
yields is Denver. Continental and United both use Denver as 
a hub. The desirability of being the only hub operator in a 
city, combined with the intensity of competition in multicar
rier hubs, is illustrated by the fact that there are currently no 
airports continually used as a hub by more than two major 
airlines. 

An airline should also weigh the trade-off between carrying 
a high volume of true originating traffic-by locating hubs in 
densely populated cities that often have congested airports 
and airways-and the benefits of lower volume traffic-by 
locating hubs in smaller cities that are generally less con
gested. Although hubs located in heavily populated cities are 
attractive because they allow a carrier to market nonstop 
services to a larger population, it is easier for a carrier to 
dominate hubs located in smaller cities. The reduced level of 
congestion that exists in the vicinity of most smaller cities also 
allows a carrier to realize operating efficiencies as a result of 
improvement in on-time performance. Hubs located in smaller 
cities include Piedmont in Charlotte and Dayton, American 
in Raleigh/Durham and Nashville, and Braniff in Kansas City. 
Some carriers have attempted to achieve the best of both 
worlds by creating a hub in a less congested secondary airport 
in or near a major city. People Express's Newark hub (now 
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a Continental hub) and Midway's Chicago Midway hub are 
examples of this strategy. The recent trend of locating hubs 
in smaller cities and in secondary airports not only allows a 
carrier to realize the preceding benefits, but also reduces 
congestion levels near major hub airports. 

Multiple-Hub Networks 

During the past decade, many carriers have developed mul
tipie-hub networks thar allow them to compete in seveial 
major traffic flows. The creation of additional hubs can allow 
a carrier to serve an increased percentage of the potential 0-
and-D markets in its network by better serving existing flows 
and tapping into markets that were previously served only 
with circuitous and therefore minimally salable itineraries . 
American Airlines' multi-hub network provides a good exam
ple of the strategic placement of hubs. 

Each of American's five hubs is well situated to serve a 
particular traffic flow. American now serves all of the major 
traffic flows in the United States. The Chicago and Dallas/ 
Ft. Worth hubs primarily serve east-west transcontinental traffic, 
with Chicago serving more northern flows and Dallas/Ft.Worth 
serving more southern flows ; Nashville serves flows between 
the Northeast and the lower Mississippi region, as well as 
between the Midwest and the Southeast; Raleigh/Durham 
handles traffic between the Northeast and the Southeast; San 
Juan, Puerto Rico manages flows between the continental 
United States and the Caribbean; and San Jose fields intra
West Coast traffic. Table 2 identifies the current location of 
each of the major and national carriers' hubs. 
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NETWORK DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Once a carrier's hubs are in place, several fundamental prin
ciples of hub-and-spoke network design should be employed 
in laying out its route structure. These principles include: 

• Operating spokes only on routes that will be able to make 
reasonably dired connecliuus with other routes leaving a hub. 

• Establishing service only on routes with block, or flight, 
times so aircraft use will be maximized. 

• Inaugurating service only on routes that have minin1um 
competition. 

Although it is often difficult to meet each of these criteria in 
candidate spoke cities, they are the ideals toward which car
riers creating or expanding a hub-and-spoke network should 
strive. 

Delineation of Tributary Regions 

Hub-and-spoke operators should attempt to lay out routes in 
such a way that circuitous connections between all or most of 
the routes leaving each hub are minimized . Although some 
strategically located hubs can be used to simultaneously serve 
several traffic flows (e .g., Atlanta, which is used by Delta to 
serve flows between five separate regions of the country), 
most hubs primarily serve only one traffic flow between two 
tributary regions leaving the hub in approximately opposite 
directions. 

In an attempt to maximize the number of possible itineraries 
available for sale, carriers with hubs that primarily serve two 

TABLE 2 DOMESTIC HUB LOCATIONS OF MAJOR AND NATIONAL U.S. PASSENGER 
AIRLINES 

Airline Hubs (as of May 1, 1989) 
Alaska Seattle 
American Dallas/Fort Worth Chicago (O'Hare) 

San Juan, Puerto Rico Nashville 
Raleigh - Durham San Jose 

America West Phoenix Las Vegas 
Braniff Kansas City Orlando 
Delta Atlanta Dallas/Fort Worth 

Cincinnati Los Angeles 
Salt Lake City Orlando 

Midway Chicago (M idway) 
Northwest Minneapolis/St. Paul Detroit 

Memphis Milwaukee 
Pan Arn New York (JFK) Mianu 
Southwest Dallas (Love) Houston (Hobby) 

Phoenix 
Tex.as Air Denver Houston (Intercontinental) 

Continental New York (Newark) Cleveland 
New Orleans 

TWA St. Louis New York (JFK) 
United Chicago (O'Hare) Denver 

San Francisco Washington D.C. (Dulles) 
USAir Pittsburgh Philadelphia 

Cleveland Indianapolis 
Los Angeles San Francisco 

Piedmont Charlotte Dayton 
Baltimore Syracuse 
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regions in opposite directions from the hub should establish 
a network in which the amount of demand that exists on one 
side of the hub is approximately equal to that which exists in 
the opposite direction. Although a disparity in the number of 
routes or the capacity operated on each route may exist, car
riers should try to balance the amount of demand generated 
by each region. If one region generates more traffic and con
sequently requires more capacity than another, the carrier 
will have to rely, in part, only on local traffic between the 
heavier demand region and the hub . 

Ideally, each city within one region generates an amount 
of traffic equal to a corresponding city in another region. 
However, carriers with an equal amount of demand in two 
regions-but with a disparity in the number of spoke cities 
in each-can still operate an efficient hub-and-spoke network 
by operating high-capacity equipment on their heavier demand 
routes and low-capacity equipment on their lighter demand 
routes . Because preference is given to direct flights over con
necting itineraries on CRS displays, a carrier with several low
density routes in one direction and a few high density routes 
in the other may, for marketing reasons, want to operate 
change-of-gauge through-flight service between its high-demand 
spoke cities in one region and its lower demand cities in the 
other (i.e., flights would operate between both regions but 
would involve a change of aircraft at a hub). 

Aircraft Cycle Times 

Another important consideration when designing a hub-and
spoke network is the round-trip block time between the hub, 
city and each candidate spoke city. Because of the desirability 
of maximizing aircraft use, a carrier should attempt to map 
its routes so that aircraft departing from a hub during one 
bank will be able to return to that hub as part of a later bank 
after having had a minimal turn time at a spoke city. Carriers 
should avoid scheduling aircraft to remain on the ground in 
spoke cities for longer than riecessary. They should schedule 
the return flight to arrive at a h1ib during, rather than before, 
a bank arrival period. One way of accomplishing this is for 
carriers to operate spoke routes with an approximately equal 
stage length . Aircraft that depart from a hub together would 
therefore return to the hub at approximately the same time
assuming that the aircraft travel at approximately the same 
speed on each route. Another way of ensuring maximum 
aircraft use is to only operate routes with one of two or three 
approximate stage lengths. With such networks, the round
trip block times of the shorter routes should be a fraction of 
the round-trip times on the longer routes. For example , Con
tinental Airlines aircraft operating between its Denver hub 
and Midwest cities such as Omaha and Kansas City return to 
Denver twice as fast as aircraft operating to central cities such 
as Chicago and Cleveland, and three times as fast as aircraft 
operating to East Coast cities such as Boston and New York. 
As is discussed in the following section on schedule and com
plex design, TWA's domestic network is a good example of 
the application of this principle. 

Economics of Candidate Routes 

Economic forecast must be made for all candidate spoke routes. 
It is possible to estimate the financial success or failure of a 

new route by evaluating the local and flow market sizes, their 
average fares, and the amount of competition. The Civil Aer
onautics Board's (CAB) Quality of Service Index (OSI) can 
be used to estimate a carrier's share in a given market . (The 
CAB's QSI assigned a value of 1 to nonstop service, 0.55 to 
one-stop service, and 0.033 to connecting service.) After RPMs 
and yield have been estimated for a candidate route, the 
carrier can determine the route's economic viability by divid
ing the cost per ASM by the yield to get its break-even load 
factor, and then comparing this with the estimated actual load 
factor. 

Carriers should attempt to serve city pair markets in which 
a minimal amount of competition exists or in which they can 
provide superior service. Although such markets may have 
relatively low traffic volumes, the lack of a substantial amount 
of competition allows carriers to realize higher yields than 
would otherwise be possible. Carriers can achieve such near 
monopolies by serving traffic flows in which competitors pro
vide only highly circuitous connecting itineraries. The desir
ability of dominating a carrier's city pair markets is supported 
by Higgins and Toh (1985), who constructed a linear regres
sion model using a profitability index (calculated by dividing 
a carrier's operating revenues by its operating costs and then 
multiplying by 100), and a monopoly index (the percentage 
of unduplicated nonstop flights operated) (2, p . 22). Higgins 
and Toh found that for every 1 percent increase in a carrier's 
monopoly index, there is likely to be a 17.7 percent increase 
in its profitability. The relationship between monopoly and 
profitability is a major reason for the post-deregulation suc
cess of USAir and Piedmont, both of which have been able 
to dominate many of their city pair markets. 

SCHEDULING CONSIDERATIONS 

This section describes the various components of the aircraft 
scheduling process, including such issues as how long banks 
should last, when they should occur, how they should be 
directionalized, and how the scheduling of individual aircraft 
through a hub-and-spoke network can be optimized. 

Bank Length 

A fundamental decision that needs to be made early in the 
scheduling process is how much time should elapse between 
the arrival of the last inbound flight forming a connecting 
bank at a hub and the departure of the first outbound flight 
from that bank (i.e., the period during which all flights par
ticipating in a bank are scheduled to be on the ground). The 
shorter a hub's connecting period, the less time passengers 
traversing the hub will have to spend on the ground, and the 
shorter the total elapsed time for itineraries with a stop at the 
hub. The benefit of having short connecting periods is offset 
by the increased likelihood that connections between flights 
will be missed as a result of late arrivals. Although carriers 
can hold departing flights so that important connections can 
be made, doing so is likely to cause aircraft departing late to 
fall behind schedule and, consequently , to miss connections 
with other flights later in the day. Holding departures can 
also prevent inbound aircraft from arriving at their gates on 
time. Carriers must therefore weigh the trade-off between 
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minimizing travel times and maximizing the nun1ber of suc
cessfully completed connections. Although some airlines using 
smaller, less congested hubs schedule connecting periods of 
20 min , most major carriers schedule at least 30 min. 

To minimize the amount of time required for passenger 
transfer and to minimize passenger walking distances, carriers 
should assign flights that have a considerable amount of con
necting traffic to dock at neighboring gates . Because it is often 
difficult if not impossible to do this, an easier and more com
monly used way of minimizing passenger walking time is to 
assign the flights with the most passengers to the most cen
trally located gates. Carriers can also speed the flow of con
necting passengers by placing flight status and gate location 
screens in the walkways adjacent to their gates and by sta
tioning information personnel at several locations throughout 
the terminal. 

In addition to deciding the duration of connecting periods 
at each of their hubs, carriers must also decide how much 
time should elapse between the first and last inbound flights, 
and between the first and last outbound flights. The length 
of a hub's arrival and departure periods is based on the num
ber of inbound and outbound flights participating in each 
bank, as well as the constraints imposed by the hub airport 
and the A TC system. Most major carriers use 30-min arrival 
and departure periods-an average of 1.3 operations per min
ute per runway during visual flight rules, or 80 operations per 
hour per runway if 40 flights are scheduled to participate in 
each bank. Passengers transferring between flights when arrival 
and departure periods of this length are used in combination 
with 30-min connecting periods have a connecting time between 
30 and 90 min. (Connecting time is the amount of time elapsed 
between the arrival of one flight and the departure of a con
necting flight.) To balance out the amount of time each air
craft will spend on the ground, outbound flights are generally 
scheduled to depart in approximately the same order they 
arrived. Aircraft participating in a bank with 30-min arrival, 
connecting, and departure periods spend approximately 60 
min on the ground-through times at hubs are generally closer 
to 45 min. Exceptions to this average ground time are flights 
arriving from abroad. International flights are typically sched
uled to arrive well ahead of other inbound flights so passen
gers will be able to clear customs in time to make connections 
with outbound flights. Also, larger , wide-body aircraft, which 
require longer through times than smaller planes, are usually 
scheduled to arrive eaily in a bank and to leave late. 

After a carrier has decided the length of a hub 's arrival, 
cunnecling, auU Uepa1tu1e periods, it can calculate the max
imum number of daily banks it will be able to hold at that 
hub by dividing the length of the hub airport's operating day 
by the amount of time elapsed between the beginning of the 
arrival period and the end of the departure period of each 
bank. The length of an airport's operating day is based on 
the desirability of only operating flights with attractive depar
ture and arrival times, and on noise abatement curfew con
straints at some airports. As an example of the calculation of 
the maximum number of daily banks a hub will be able to 
accommodate, an airport with a typical, 18-hr operating day 
would be able to accommodate 12 daily banks, assuming that 
30-min arrival, connecting, and departure periods are used 
and that no cushion of time exists between the end of one 
bank and the beginning of another. Although some carriers 
such as Delta schedule their operations as tightly as this, most 
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schedule at !east 10 min bet\veen banks, resulting in the oper
ation of only 10 daily banks at each hub . Other carriers that 
use shorter arrival, connecting, or departure periods operate 
more than 12 daily banks. Piedmont (now owned by USAir) 
currently operates 14 daily banks at its Charlotte hub. 

Directionalization and Timing of Banks 

The next step in the aircraft scheduling process is determining 
precisely when banks should occur at a carrier's hubs and 
how, if at all, the banks should be directionalized to best serve 
specific traffic flows. This decision is based primarily on the 
most attractive spoke city departure and arrival times for 
the traffic flows a hub is designed to serve. Additionally, a 
carrier should attempt to form complexes to maximize the 
use of its fleet. Passengers generally want to depart from their 
origin sometime during the 18-hr period between 7:00 a.m. 
and 1:00 a.m. Demand for departures peaks between approx
imately 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m., and again in the afternoon 
between approximately 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. Similarly, 
passengers typically want to arrive at their destination some
time during the 18-hr period between 6:00 a .m. and midnight. 
Demand for arrivals grows shortly after noon, peaks in the 
late afternoon, and declines later in the evening. Although it 
is desirable to maximize the number of flights that have attrac
tive spoke city departure and arrival times, it is often impos
sible for a carrier to achieve this ideal on all of its flights. 
Because banks are generally timed and directionalized to serve 
the heaviest traffic flows, departure or arrival times of flights 
that serve less important markets sometimes occur at unat
tractive times, such as departure between 1:00 a.m. and 7:00 
a.m. or arrival between midnight and 6:00 a.m. This is pri
marily true for longer routes, but exists for short ones as well. 

A carrier can determine the optimal timing of a hub's banks 
by experimenting with different combinations of aircraft flows 
in an attempt to serve the greatest amount of traffic with the 
least amount of resources . This is usually done by first iden
tifying when individual flows serving the peaks of demand are 
needed, and then determining when these aircraft pass through 
the hub on previous or later flights. Additional aircraft flows 
can then be added to fill any gaps in service. A carrier must 
be careful to not schedule more than one flow to pass through 
a hub at a time, and must sometimes schedule a group of 
aircraft to remain in spoke cities for longer than necessary so 
that a hub will be vacant upon the aircraft's arrival. Flows 
w·ith very attractive departure or arrival times 3re generally 
composed of flights from all or most spoke cities in a particular 
direction from a hub . A carrier must avoid creating flows with 
aircraft volumes exceeding the capacity of its hub airports or 
the ATC system, particularly when one or more competitors 
will be converging a group of flights on the same airport at 
or close to the same time. 

A carrier operating hubs with spokes in many directions 
generally does not try to directionalize each bank because to 
do so would usually require the operation of more daily banks 
than the airport is able to accommodate . Instead, banks occur
ring at hubs serving multiple traffic flows usually serve all 
directions simultaneously. Flights arriving from one region 
thus make connections with flights destined to all other regions 
served by that hub. To provide a competitive but not excessive 
amount of service on each route, and to prevent the number 
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of aircraft docked at the hub from exceeding the number of 
gates, a carrier operating hubs of this type typically includes 
each route in only every second or third bank. This results in 
the operation of an average of six or four daily round trip 
flights on each route, respectively, if 12 daily banks are oper
ated at the hub. 

A carrier with hubs that have spokes in opposite directions 
usually schedules aircraft flows to pass through the hub in 
one direction at a time. Because passengers arriving from 
one region generally do not transfer to flights destined for 
the same region , banks at this type of hub do not have to 
serve both directions simultaneously. By alternating the direc
tion served by each bank, a carrier can minimize the peaking 
of operations at a hub, thereby minimizing the quantity of 
terminal staff and facilities required and maximizing their use. 
Also, because of the effect of block times and time zone 
changes, it is unlikely that aircraft serving traffic flows in 
opposite directions will always pass through a hub at the same 
time. As with hubs serving multiple traffic flows, a carrier 
with single traffic flow hubs generally do not include every 
route in each bank. Although hubs where 12 daily banks are 
operated would result in the operation of six daily round-trip 
flights on each route if all routes participated in each bank, 
most carriers operate an average of only four daily round-trip 
flights on routes leaving hubs of this kind. The trend appears 
to be toward the adoption of less peaked, directionalized 
banks, and away from the operation of very peaked banks in 
all direction. Most of the newer hubs have directionalized 
banks, and some of the older hubs have been rescheduled to 
reflect this trend. Northwest Airlines , for example, recently 
rescheduled its Memphis hub from four 40-departure "omni
direction" banks to six 25-departure directionalized banks. 

In scheduling aircraft, it is desirable for a carrier to include 
an inbound group of flights in the first bank of the day and 
an outbound group of flights in the last bank of the day. 
Although hotel costs for crew could be reduced by originating 
and terminating aircraft only at hubs, the operation of com
plete banks is necessary so that a carrier will not have to rely 
exclusively on local traffic during each hub's first and last 
bank. 
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Table 3 describes two common transcontinental aircraft flows 
that serve different spoke cities but pass through a hub together. 
The first of these flows consists of aircraft that begin their 
daily flight sequence, or line of flow, on the West Coast with 
a morning departure. This flow arrives at a midcontinent hub 
shortly after noon and arrives on the East Coast during the 
late afternoon. These aircraft then depart for the West Coast 
in late afternoon or early evening, pass through a hub during 
the early evening, and arrive on the West Coast during the 
late evening. Some carriers then send the aircraft back to the 
East Coast as "red-eyes," but for simplicity aircraft in this 
example terminate on the West Coast. The itinerary for such 
a flow is identified in Table 3 as Aircraft Flow Number 1. 
Aircraft Flow Number 2 operates on the opposite schedule 
with aircraft departing from the East Coast in the morning, 
arriving at a midcontinent hub during mid-morning, and arriv
ing on the West Coast during the late morning. The flow then 
returns to the East Coast, departing at approximately noon, 
passing through a hub during the late afternoon, and termi
nating during the late evening. 

As a carrier's aircraft flows begin to fall into place , the 
scheduler starts to get an idea of when each hub 's banks will 
occur and how, if appropriate, they will be directionalized. 
As can be seen in Table 3, the two aircraft flows create east
bound banks beginning in the vicinity of 12:45 p.m. and 5:30 
p.m., and westbound banks beginning in the vicinity of 8:00 
a.m. and 6:45 p.m. TWA's St . Louis hub provides a good 
example of the outcome of creating carefully arranged aircraft 
flows. As can be seen in Table 4, TWA's second, fifth, eighth, 
and ninth banks in St. Louis are formed by aircraft flows with 
itineraries very similar to those illustrated in Table 3. Each 
of TWA's flows are carefully arranged so that nearly all flights 
have attractive spoke city departure and arrival times. Addi
tionally, TWA's route structure and St. Louis bank times 
allow it to make intensive use of its fleet. Because most of 
TWA's domestic routes leaving St. Louis have one of two 
approximate stage lengths-the longer routes radiate out to 
coastal cities on both sides of the continent and the shorter 
routes serve inland cities located closer to St. Louis-aircraft 
departing from each bank onto routes of either length return 

TABLE 3 EXAMPLE OF TWO COMMON TRANSCONTINENTAL 
AIRCRAFT FLOWS 

Aircraft 
Flow No. 1 

(Eastb'd Flight 
Followed By a 
Westb'd Flight) 

Dep. wee 00700 
Arr. HUB 1 45 
Dep. HUB 1345 
Arr. ECC 1645 
Dep. ECC 1745 
Arr. HUB 1845 
Dep. HUB 1945 
Arr. wee 2130 T 

WCC =West Coast City 
ECC = East Coast City 
HUB= Connecting Hub City 
0 =Originate 
T = Terminate 

Aircraft 
Flow No. 2 

(Westb'd Flight 
Followed By an 
Eastb'd Flight) 

1145 
Eastbound 173 
Com lexes 1830 

130 T 
0 0700 

Westbound 0800 
Com12lexes 0900 

1045 
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TABLE 4 TWA'S COMPLEX TIMES, VOLUMES, AND DIRECTIONS AT ST. LOUIS HUB 

Complex Arrival Number of Departure Number of 
Number Remarks Direction Period Inb'd Flights Period Outb'd Flights 

I Arrivals are returning from Eastb'd 0520- 0535 6 0620 - 0710 13 
sixth complex the day before 

2 First westb'd flights Westb'd 0730- 0800 29 0830 - 0900 24 
from eastern cities 

3 Flights are from interior Eastb'd 0900- U930 25 0945 - 1015 35 
western cities only 

4 Returning from first complex Westbd iOOO- i030 37 1i00 - 1140 33 
5 First eastb'd flights from Eastb'd 1150 - 1225 37 1300- 1330 41 

extreme West Coast cities 
6 Returning from first and third Westb'd 1330- 1400 26 1430 - 1500 25 

complexes 
7 Returning from second Eastb'd 1415 - 1445 18 1515 - 1530 15 

complex 
8 Returning from second Eastb d 1540 - 1610 21 1630 - 1700 23 

complex 
9 Returning from filth complex Westb'd 17uu- 1800 48 1830 - 1YU0 40 
10 Returning from fourth and Eastb'd 1900- 1930 39 2000- 2045 41 

sixth complexes; become 
first westb'd flights the 
next day (second complex) 

11 Returning from seventh Westb'd 2050- 2120 22 2200-2220 15 
complex 

Source: This table compiled from a TWA station activity report for St. Louis. 

to the hub during the formation period of a later bank after 
having had minimal turn times in their spoke cities. Although 
some banks are composed of aircraft that pass through 
St. Louis at the same time throughout the day (e.g., the ninth 
bank consists almost exclusively of aircraft that began service 
on the extreme West Coast), most banks are composed of 
aircraft with different repeating patterns (e.g., the sixth bank 
consists of aircraft from the first bank, which were routed 
onto longer routes, as well as aircraft from the third bank, 
which were routed onto shorter routes). A comparison of the 
bank times and directions at other midcontinent hubs reveals 
that the timing and directionalizing of TWA's St. Louis hub 
are similar to that of other carriers' hubs, particularly North
west's Minneapolis/St. Paul hub and Delta's Dallas/Ft. Worth 
hub. 

Creation of Lines of Flow 

After a carrier has decided what its aircraft flows will be and 
how many flights will be participating in each flow, it is ready 
to schedule the individual aircraft in its fleet. At this point 
the .::arrier will know the approximate departure and arrival 
times of all or most of the flights in its system but will not 
have connected these flights together into lines of flow (i.e., 
consecutive sequences of flights that are operated by a specific 
aircraft on a particular day). The overriding concern at this 
point is that the capacity operated on each flight match demand 
as closely as possible. Although some hub-and-spoke oper
ators use a single type of aircraft, most carriers with hub-and
spoke networks have gradually acquired diverse fleets that 
allow them to allocate appropriately sized equipment to each 
flight. In determining the type of aircraft to be operated on 
each flight, a carrier tries to assign equipment that is well 

suited to the logistical requirements of the flight and that will, 
on average, be able to achieve greater than break-even load 
factors. Although capacity should match demand as closely 
as possible, it is sometimes necessary to operate excess capac
ity on flights departing from a hub so that the next inbound 
flight operated by that aircraft will have adequate capacity. 
Another concern in the creation of lines of flow is that because 
certain connecting markets will generate substantially more 
traffic than others, direct, one-stop, through plane service 
should be operated between city pairs with dense traffic vol
umes when possible. · 

The result of this hooking together, or blocking, of flights 
is that each line of flow should consist of a series of flights 
that, if operated by a particular type of aircraft, will generate 
revenues in excess of operating costs. Because the originating 
and terminating cities of lines of flow are rarely the same and 
ferrying aircraft between cities is undesirable, individual air
craft are usually scheduled to operate different lines each day. 
Individual aircraft are generally rotated through several lines 
and undergo several maintenance checks before the pattern 
is repeated. Other aircraft, usually of the same type, cycle 
through the pattern in the same order of lines. The number 
of aircraft that share a pattern is always equal to the number 
of days required to complete one circuit of the loop. 

Because hub-and-spoke networks rely so heavily on con
necting itineraries, it is critical that hub-and-spoke operators 
maintain a high degree of schedule integrity. Although it may 
be tempting for carriers to advertise unrealistically short block 
times, such an action increases the likelihood that connections 
will be missed as a result of late arrivals. Consequently, it is 
important that block times be as accurate as possible and that 
through, turn, and connecting times be adequate. Operations 
personnel should also endeavor to get flights in and out of 
stations as close to schedule as possible. 
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CONCLUSION 

It has been a decade since the U.S. commercial aviation indus
try was deregulated. In an effort to survive and prosper in a 
highly competitive environment, airlines have sought to max
imize the efficiency of their operations. The adoption of hub
and-spoke networks has been one strategy used by airlines to 
provide the most service at the least cost. The increase in the 
quantity of service supplied, and the decline in average air 
fares enjoyed by the nation's air travelers have, in part, been 
made possible by the widespread use of hub-and-spoke net
works. In response to the growth in congestion levels of recent 
years and a perceived decline in the quality of service provided 
by the airline industry , many now advocate a total or partial 
return to regulation. It is the author's hope that instead of 
restricting the ability of airlines to respond to the needs of 
the marketplace, local and federal governments will accom-
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modate the industry's growth by expanding the nation's land
side and airside capacities as well as adopting pricing mech
anisms that will encourage a more efficient and equitable use 
of available capacity . 
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Application of Disaggregate Modeling 
in Aviation Systems Planning in 
Nigeria: A Case Study 

ANGUS IFEANYI OzoKA AND NORMAN ASHFORD 

Thi paper deals with the application of disaggregate modeling 
in airport choice by domestic air travelers in Nigeria. The 
major factor innuencing passengers' choice of airports in a 
developing country uch as Nigeria are discussed. Knowledge 
of these factor wiU greatly assist in the planning of aviation 
systems on a more reliable basis. A travel survey was conducted 
in August 1987 In Nigerian airport to collect disaggregate data 
on air travelers for use in model calibration using the multi· 
nomial logil modeJ (MNL). The results of the analysis suggest 
that the travel lime of access is the major determjnanl of air· 
port choice in Nigeria and that variables such as f1ight fre
quency and air fare which were found to be significant in 
previous studies in the United Kingdom at~d the United States, 
were not signilicanl in the Nigerian context. 

Nigeria , a developing country on the west coa t of Africa, 
has 16 major airports; many more are either planned or under 
con truction. The Nigerian government' goals is to establish 
airports in all state capitals and important commercial. center 
and to foster air travel, social mobility, national integration 
and commercial and industrial development. However, a chal
lenge has been inadvertently put to airport planners and man
agers. They must provide facilities that erve the ·ocial and 
economic needs of Nigerians and yet are economically jus· 
tifiable by matching investment with returns. Another reason 
for building a large number of domestic airports is the general 
belief that each airport will serve a particular territory or 
"catchment area." Airports are centers for modal change 
between air a d gr und Iran. portation , therefore there is bound 
to be competition between airports. T he concept of catch ment 
ar1;;a:s i:s invalidated because p\Jople de choose b .... t\veen a!r .. 
ports (J -3). Figure 1 show the 16 major airports in Nigeria. 
Figure 2 shows the trip generation zones for the two com
peting airports considered in this research. 

The aims and objectives of this work are to: 

• Determine the traffic distribution among airports in 
Nigeria, with special focus on two selected airports that are 
possible competitors. 

• Give insight into the major determining factors of airport 
choice by Nigerian domestic air traveler and to compar the 

A. I. Ozoka, Federal Ministry of Transport and Aviation. Lagos, 
Nigeria. N. Asl1ford, Loughborough University of Technology , United 
Kingdom. 

findings with earlier research, particularly in the United States 
and the United Kingdom. 

• Use the model as a predictive tool to determine the effect 
of building a new Nigerian airport in Onitsha, to serve that 
city and its environs. 

An important cousideration in deciding rhe cope of this 
project was that no prior r search existed on ai rport' choice 
in Nigeria. Therefore, uch r ea rch would likely add signif
icant knowledge about air tran portation in Nigeria. Other 
developing countries with a ·imilar tructure of commercial 
aviation would also benefit from the research . Ultimately 
aviation systems planning in Nigeria will be enhanced, becau e, 
planning will be done on a more reliable ba is through clearer 
m1derstanding of how demand is shared among the compo
nents of a multiple airport system. 

DATA REQUIREMENTS AND PREPARATION 

Demand is treated in a micro context, specifying the con
sumption, choice patterns, and behavior of the individual con
sumer (the air traveler). The model is disaggregate and requires 
data at the personal level for calibration. Such data are not 
routinely available in Nigeria and had Lo be obtained through 
a survey of air travelers at the two regional airports in Enugu 
and Benin . 

These airports were selected because: 

• They are situated near each other; 
• They attract air travelers from nearby regions; 
• They offer the promise of competition, should compe

tition exist; 
• They have relatively high aeronautical activity in terms 

of aircraft and passenger movements; and 
• They each have two commercial air carriers providing 

service to Lagos. 

To calibrate successfully the airport choice model, it is 
important that the destination cit y have only one major air
port; otherwise, the choice of departure airport may be influ
enced by the option of the de tination airport . This require· 
ment was satisfied because Lagos has one airport that serves 
all domestic traffic. 
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Questionnaires were designed as stipulated by Oppenheim 
(4). The que tions were largely in line with the United King
dom's ivil Aviation Authority format (5) but we re greatly 
modified to suit the purposes of this study. Low levels of 
literacy and the Jack of comp! xity of air travel-there are 
no connecting flight and each flight is a complete journey in 
its own right-were taken into account. The survey was con
ducted during a 2-week period in August-September 1987 
and completed inflight by travelers en route to Lagos-all 
flights from the departure airports terminated in Lagos. 

The format of the questionnaire shown in Figure 3. For 
each traveler, the following data were collected or computed 
from both survey and nonsurvey sources: 

• place of residence in Nigeria, 
• surface origin of the traveler, 
• sex, 
• age, 
• occupation and education, 
• day of the week, 
• trip purpose, 
• selected airport or nonselected airport, 
• access travel time from surface origin, 
• number of flights from the competing airports to the des-

tination (Lagos) for that particular day of the week, 
• air fare from the competing airports to the destination, 
• airline used for the journey, and 
• reasons for choosing the airport. 

Not all the data collected were found to be relevant to the 
study. Irrelevant data included income, occupation, age , sex, 
and education. These data were not cited by the air travelers 
surveyed as the reasons for their airport choice. They were 
included in the que tionnaire because leisure and recreational 
travel is largely undertaken by educated men and women in 
the top economic group. (6). Tardiff concluded that a socio
economic indicator such as occupation was superior to income 
in explaining travel behavior (7). 

Data relevant to the study were the air passenger trip rec
ords (local origin, destination , airport used, flight number, 
trip purpose, and day of the travel), passenger access travel 
time, air fares, and flight frequencies to the destination air
port. These were necessary data both in terms of the choice 
made and the choice rejected. 

Values of the access travel times used in the research are 

• Reported access travel time, which is the time reported 
by the passenger in the questionnaire, and 

• Computed access travel time , which is the time computed 
from passenger's origin to the airport not chosen for the flight. 

More than 85 percent of the survey respondents used family 
cars or taxis to travel to the airport . The time needed to travel 
to the airport usually depended on drivers' characteristics, 
road quality, and vehicle performance. 

Because road quality from the observed zones to both air
ports was similar, identical estimated network access speeds 
were used. Another reason for calculating travel times for 
each passenger is that both Harvey (2) and Benchemam (8) 
suggested this procedure in the U.S. and U.K. studies. How
ever, they did not use the procedure in their study because 
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values of individual travel times to the airports not chosen 
were not accurately available to them. 

Air fare and flight frequency were obtained from those 
airlines operating at tbe airport (Nige ria Airway. and Okada 
Airways). Economy air fares w re u ed in the research and 
the frequency variable included was the total of the round
trip weekly frequ ency between the individual airports and 

agv . The data were organized nnd edited into the form 
acceptable ro the model. A total of 1 002 obse rvation were 
used for the study. 

Each observation described the airport choice made, char
acteristics of the chosen alternative, and characteristics of the 
unchosen alternative. Table 1 indicates how data were arranged. 
It was determined that three factors were cited more fre
quently than any others a reasons for airport ·e lection: access 
time, IJight frequency , and air fare . For each record (ob e rvecl 
pas enger) the airport cho ·en was indicated , then the value 
of thee variables for rhe airport cho en , followed by Lhe 
values for the airport not chosen. 

AIRPORT CHOICE MODEL 

Discrete choice models can be developed based upon the 
hypothe is of random utili ty maximi:rnrio11. The form of the 
model u ed in this research wa. the multiL10mial logit mode l 
(MNL) . The MNL wa selected becau c the airport were 
perceived to have different, mutually exclu ive attribute . The 
MNL also has numerous advantage (9), including ea y math
ematical manipulation; easy parameter stimarion· and easier 
app lication than the other forms of choice models, notably 
the mullinomial probit model (MPL). 

Th m<1thematical expression of the MNL is written as fol
lows: 

where 

P
8

k = probability that alternative g will be chosen by indi
vidual k, 

V,k = a0 + a1 • X 1 + a2 • X2 + ... a,, · X,,, 
= utility function assumed to be a linear combination 

of the explanatory variables (X), 
a1 = parameters of the equation to be determined by cal

ibration (i = 1, 2, ... n), and 
G = number of alternatives available. 

The equation implies that the ratio of the probabilities of 
choosing alternarive i over alternative g, that is , Pj Psk• is 
independent of the presence or absence of any other alter
native in the system, thus satisfying the equation 

In (;::) = v,k - Vgk 

This property is called the independence of irrelevant alter
natives (IIA) . IIA is a strength of the MNL because it allows 
new alternatives to be introduced into the model without re
estimating the model once a numerical functional form of V 
is established. The IIA property was usefu l in this research 
when a new airport was introduced into the system to deter-



QUESTIONNAIRE 

DATE: .......... ... ... ..... ... DAY: .... ......... .... ..... ... SERIAL NUMBER: ...... . 

INTRODUCTION: I am carrying out a survey for Loughborough University of 

Technology , England, for research work sponsored by the 

Federal Ministry of Transport and Aviation, Lagos, to assist in 

Aviation Systems planning in Nigeria. 

Your cooperation in providing answers to the Questionnaire 

will be highly appreciated and please note that your name is not 

required and the information will be used only for research and 

planning purposes. 

Can you tell me please: 

Q.1. Where do you live in Nigeria? Town/City ________ _ 

Local Govt. Area-----

State - ---------

Q.2. What is the name of your departure airport (the airport from which you have 

just taken off or about to take off)? ------------- 

Q.3. Which Airline are you flying with? 

What is your flight number? 

Q.4. Where did you begin your journey to the departure airport? 

Town/City ___ _____ _ 

Local Govt. Area --- ----
Srate _________ _ 

Q.5. What means of transport did you use to arrive at this departure airport? 

(Check most appropriate means.) 

Private Car 

Taxi 

Commercial Vehicle or Bus 

Airport Authority Bus 

FIGURE 3 Inflight questionnaire. 

Airways/Airline Bus 

Company Vehicle 

Another Aircraft 

Other (please describe below) 



Q.6. Why did you choose the particular means of transport, e.g. taxi, bus, car to 

the airport? (Mark one answer below.) 

The only Cheapest Fastest Free ride 

means 

available 

means means or family 

car 

Company Other 

vehicle (please specify) 

Q.7.a. How long did it take you to reach the airport from your home or the place 

where you started the journey today? (hours and minutes) 

7.b.How much did it cost you to get to the airport today? (by taxi, bus, car petrol) 

Q.8. How far away from the departure airport did you start this journey today? 

___ km (approx) 

Q .9. Why did you choose this particular airport for your journey? (mark one 

answer below) 

Nearest to Most con- In my state, Cheaper 

place I venient or affiliated air fares 

stayed and has to airline 

last night many 

flights 

Recommended Convenient 

by company and cheap 

or agent parking 

Other (specify) ___ _ _____ ___ _ 

Q.10. Which airport are you travelling to from here? _ _________ _ 

Q. 11 . Are you travelling to that airport just to change flight? (yes/no) ____ _ 

If "yes", which airline are you continuing your flight with? --- --

Q.12. What is your final destination airport? - - -------- --

(airport you are really travelling to) 

Q.13. What is your final destination city/town? 

State 

Q.14. By what means will you travel to your final destination city/town from that 

airport? (car, bus, taxi, train, etc.) 

Q.15.What is the chief purpose of your journey? 

(please check one box only) 

Official - Government duties/armed forces/civil servant 

Business/trading/private consultant 

School/leisure/holidays/personal reasons/visiting 

Q.16. What is your profession/occupation? 

Q.17. Where is your usual place of work or business? ---- ------

FIGURE 3 (continued). 



Q.18. What is your age group? (please mark group only) 

Under 21 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 Over70 

Q.19. What is your sex? Male Female 

Q.20.What annual salary/business income range do you belong in Naira? 

(check one box only) 0 4,999 p.a. 

5,000 9,999 p.a. 

10,000 14,999 p.a. 

15,000 19,999 p.a. 

20,000 and over p.a. 

Q.21. How often do you travel from the departure airport? 

Occasionally Regularly 

Please give approx. number of times per week, 

per month, etc. 

Q.22. What suggestion would you give to the following, concerning the 

improvement of Aviation services? 

a. Airport Authority 

c . The GovemmenUMinistry of Transport & Aviation 

What is the air fare on your ticket? (1st Class or Normal) ----- -

Q.23 . If all the items listed below are available, which one best serves your interest? 

(check only ONE answer please) 

a. More flights + night flights 

b. More airlines for competition 

c. Direct flights to your 

destination 

Q.24. a. Are you a Nigerian 

d. Punctuality of departures, and 

seat numbers on boarding passes 

e. Cheaper air fares 

f. Better road, less congestion and 

cheaper cost to the airport 

Non-Nigerian (check box) 

b. Where is your permanent residence? Country - --- -----

Q.25 . Finally, how many people saw you off at the airport? 1 2 3+ 

FIGURE 3 (continued). 
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TABLE 1 ARRANGEMENT OF DATA FOR MODEL CALIBRATION 

Obs No 

0001 
0002 

1002 

Alternative TT 1 
Chosen 

2 141 
2 131 

l5 

66 69 90 
15 

138 

86 43 

The number of alternatives = 2 (codes 1 and 2) 
TI 1 Travel Time lo airport l by an observation 
IT2 Travel Time to airport 2 by rune observation (calculated) 
ff 1 Flight Frequency from airport I 
Ff._ Flighl Frequency from airport 2 
Atj Air Fare from airport I to destination 
AF2 Air Fare from airport 2 to destinaiion. 

NB: If the observation chose airport 2, then TT2 is lhe travel time to airport 2 
which was reported, while TT1 is tlzen calculated/or that observation for che 
unchosen airport (which is airport 1 ). 

TABLE 2 RESULTS OF INITIAL MODEL CALIBRATION 

Initial likelihood function value 

Final likelihood value 

"Rho-squared" (p2) wrt zero 

"Rho-squared" (p2) wrt constants 

Estimated Coefficient 

Standard Error 

"t" Ratio 

Travel Time 

-.4789£-01 

.373E-02 

-12.8 

mine its effects on these two airports within the existing air
port sy tem. The model was calibrated using the ALOGIT 
Maximum Likelihood Metho<.l of Estimation (MLE) because 
the choice model is nonlinear and requires a more complex 
estimation procedure than simple linearized demand model 
such as regres_ion techniques and least-squares estimation 
methods. 

A number of variables, namely travel time (TT), flight 
frequency (FF), and air fare (AF), were used for the initial 
calivration of the model to determine whether they were sig
nificant in airport choice in the airpom tu died. The. e vari
ables were used because they were cited most fr qu ntly by 
the air travelers surveyed as the reasons for choosing an air
port. They were al o found to be pertinent in the previou 
tudies in devel peel countries (2,3 . Other variables were 

rejected by inspection because they were so infrequently cited. 
Results of the i.nitial calibration giv 'n in Ta hie 2 showed 

that of the three variables tested, only the travel time variable 
had a "t" ratio significantly different from zero, with a value 
of -12.8. The flight frequency and air fare variables were 
not significant and were therefore dropped from the model. 

Frequency 

.7547£-01 

2.36 

0.03 

-692.4606 

-146.1230 

0.7986 

0.7847 

Fare 

.8013£-01 

2.25 

0.03 

Final Structure of' Model 

The model was recalibrated using the only significant varia
ble-access travel time. The utility function could now be 
written as 

l1=f3 · TT 

where TT is access travel time to the airport, and I) is the 
coefficient to be estimated. 

The final model calibration output is given in Table 3. The 
output of the model shows that the rho-squared value of 0.8 
and the standard error for travel time (13 1) = 0.00 8 both 
indicate a high degree of fit. 

Results of' Calibration 

Comparison of Observed and Forecast Data 

The theoretical probabilities of choice are calculated for a 
number of observations as follows : 
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where 

1 + f3 "' exp [f31 (X1 - x.)] 

[3 1 = -0.048 (from model calibration), 
f3 * = exp ( - [30) = exp ( - 0.1729) from calibration 

= 0.84122, 
X 1 = access travel time to Airport 1 (Enugu airport), 
X 2 = access travel time to Airport 2 (Benin airport), 

and 
P(X/E) = probability of choosing Enugu airport given 

knowledge of its access travel time. 

Values of the theoretical probabilities obtained are plotted 
against the differences in travel times for the observations 
(see Figure 4). The shape of the resulting logistic curve is in 
close agreement with those found in standard texts. As dem
onstrated by the curve, the slope is greatest at the midpoint 
where the probability (P) = 1/2 which means that changes in 
independent variables will have their greatest impact on the 
probability of choosing an alternative at the midpoint of the 
distribution. Additionally, the gentle slopes near the ends of 
the curve imply that large changes in X are necessary to bring 
about a small change in probability (JO). 

Goodness-of-Fit 

The same goodness of fit is shown in Table 4, which is a 
tabular comparison (in percentages) of the observed and fore
cast shares of the two airport choice. im.ilarly a x2 test indi
cated a very high level of ignificance to the fit. 

EFFECT OF INTRODUCING A THIRD 
AIRPORT 

The model was used to foreca t t11e effect of introducing a 
third airport into the y tern (the Onitsha airport , n w under 
constructio.n). The forecast share areshown in Table 5, where 
the redistributions from a two- to a three-airport system are 
hown . Tab.le 6 indicates the predicted losse a t Benin and 

Enugu engendered by the introduction of the Onitsha airport 
to the system. 

Overall , the introduction of the third airport reduced the 
share of Lagos-bound traffic from the region for Enugu from 
58.8 percent to 41.2 percent and for Benin from 42.8 percent 
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to 33.0 percent. Using the available 1985 annual traffic vol
ume 295,992 for Enugu and 364,996 for Benin-figure. pro
vided by the Nigerian Airports Authority- the traffic for 
Enugu would drop to 207 ,396 and traffic for Benin would 
drop to 255,838. Onitsha would pick up these losses, which 
amount to a total of 197,754 passengers, and would also be 
expected to generate its own traffic. These results indicate 
model capability for forecasting the choice made in the event 
of the construction and operation of the third airport. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Results of the model suggest several implications regarding 
the role of the variables in airport choice in Nigeria . 

First of all flight frequency and air fare are not important 
variables at rhe levels investigated. Thi · conclusion implies 
that reasonable changei in both frequency and air fare will 
have very little effect on airport choice. 

Second, travel time is the major de terminant in choosin& 
an airport in Nig ria. This implies that shares of air travel 
could be increased by improving the general ground acces
sibility of the airport; however, this is likely to be a useful 
policy tool in only a few instances. Travel time factor also 
implies that the introduction of additional airport into a r gion 
will cause a predictable redi tribuli n of airport pas enger 
traffic. This implication has important locacion<ll considera
tions when additional facilities are being considered. 

Third , al the outset of this study, it was felt that tribal origin 
could have an effect on airport choice-that p<l engcrs might 
travel from airports and make a choice of airport within their 
own tribal districts or region. This was not found to be a 
significant factor in airport choice. 

Additionally , the results imply that the level of service and 
the level of inve tmenl i.n each airport can be ba ed in part 
on the accessibil ity top pulation in each airport region, because 
airports will be expected to erve the demand f nea rby areas. 
Harvey (2) found trnvel lime and flight freque ncy to be imp r
tant determinants of airport ch ice in the San Francisco Bay 
Area airports (air fare was not rntroduced in the mod 1 and 
its effect was not determined), whereas Benchemam found 
that travel time flight frequency , and air fare were important 
determinant · of airport choice in the UK airp rts studied (8). 

Air fare and flight freq uency were in ignificant t the study 
for two reason . Fir t , the study involved d mestic travel of 
less than 1 hr duration, and there are no significant variations 
in both fare and frequency for the two airports. The number 

TABLE 3 FINAL MODEL CALIBRATION OUTPUT 

Initial likelihood function value 
Final likelihood value 
Likelihood 
Rho-squared (p2) wrt zero 
Rho-squared (p2) wrt constraints 

Estimates (coefficients) 
Standard Error 
"t" Ratio 

No. of iterations 

K-Enugu Wo) 

0.1729 
0.151 
1. 1 

7 

- 694.5402 
- 146.1283 
- 146.1283 

0.7986 
0.7847 

K-Travel Time (~ 1 ) 

- 0.04845 
0.00381 

- 12.7 
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FIGURE 4 Probability versus difference in travel time. 

TABLE4 ZONE COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND FORECAST SHARES 
FOR TWO AIRPORTS FOR THE 1,002 OBSERVATIONS 

ZONES OBSERVED FORECAST OBSERVED FORECAST 
SHARE OF SHARE OF % % 

TRIPS TRIPS 

IE 282 281 0.28 0.28 
lB 3 4 0.00 0.00 
·2i::: 99 i05 O.iO 0.10 
2B 40 34 0.04 0.03 
3E 2 1 0.00 0.00 
3B 36 37 0.04 0.04 
4E 4 5 0.00 0.00 
4B 190 189 0.19 0.19 
5E 28 25 0.03 0.02 
5B 2 5 0.00 G.00 
6E 0 0 0.00 0.00 
6B 2 2 0.00 0.00 
7E 174 180 0.17 0.18 
7B 140 134 0.14 0.13 

TOTAL TRIPS 1002 1002 
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TABLE 5 FORECAST SHARES FOR THREE-AIRPORT-CHOICE 
SITUATION 

FORECAST FORECAST SHARE(%) 

(based on sample of 1002 passengers) 

ZONE Ei'WGU BENIN ONITSHA Al AZ A3 

(A 1) (A 2) (A 3) 

256 

2 25 

3 

4 4 

5 7 

6 0 

7 136 

TABLE 6 ZONAL 
LOSS FROM TWO
TO THREE-AIRPORT 
SYSTEM(%) 

Zone Enugu Benin 

1 9.1 0.4 
2 53.2 23.0 
3 2.7 52.6 
4 0 4.5 
5 69.9 3.4 
6 0 0 
7 12.1 6.1 

2 

8 

16 

181 

1 

2 

121 

of daily direct flights from Enugu to Lagos is five, and from 
Benin to Lagos is seven. Air fares are noncompetitive and 
are effectively controlled by the government. It should be 
noted that access to the airports is mainly by private car and 
taxi, because there is no rapid transit, rail service, or bus 
service as observed in previous studies in the developed coun
tries (United Kingdom and United States). Passengers appear 
not to have found the small differences in air fare and fre
quency sufficient attraction to choose an airport that is farther 
away from their trip origin because of increased access time 
and access cost. Total travel time and cost (air and ground) 
would also increase . 

Second, air fare and flight frequency are, to a large extent, 
outside the control of the airlines and airports; these factors 
are influenced and controlled by the Nigerian government. 
The government's intent is to balance regional with national 
needs, which are not necessarily economic. In effect, there is 
no strict competition between the airports and airlines. The 
advertising and promotional fares used as market strategies 
in the United Kingdom and the United States are not used 
in Nigeria. 

The differences in the three case studies are that the Nige
rian study involved journeys of less than 1 hr and that pas
sengers may not have found it necessary to choose an airport 
with a longer access travel time, because total trip time would 
certainly increase. On the other hand, the airport studies in 

27 

106 

21 

9 

22 

0 

57 

89.8 0.7 9.5 

18.0 5.8 76.2 

2.6 42.1 55.3 

2.1 93.3 4.6 

23.4 3.3 73.3 

0 100 0 

43 .3 38.5 18.2 

the United States and the United Kingdom involved both 
domestic and international passengers. Passengers in those 
studies were tratified into business and nonbusines passen
ger (and international lei ure passengers in the UK study) . 
Thu travelers had to consider the flight frequencies and air 
fares available at each airport because of the long-haul nature 
of their journey. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Disaggregate behavioral airport choice models can provide 
an important policy tool for airport planners, managers, and 
decision-makers . Although relatively new, tile advantages of 
such models over other models in foreca ting ability and accu
racy make them more suitable in airport choice modeling to 
help en ure the balance of the economic equation between 
travel demand and supply. 

Becau e of the high level of investment characterizing the 
civil aviation industry and because the industry is highly sus
ceptible to political , economic and other externa.l influences, 
air traffic foreca ting is a useful tool in airport planning. It 
can be used to determine airport shares, level of service and 
con equent desirable levels of investments-especially in a 
developing country such as Nigeria. Finally, this research has 
demonstrated that the catchment area concept is not valid in 
Nigeria. Airports do in fact compete. This supports the find
ings in the United States and the United Kingdom in eparate 
studies by both Harvey (2) and Benchemam (8). However 
the re ults uggest that the regional population . hould be 
considered when deciding on the level of investment and level 
of service because airports will, in most cases, be expected to 
serve "local" demands, at least in the short run. 
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Measuring Secondary Economic 
Impacts Using Regional Input-Output 
Modeling System 

DAVID BAROL 

Public decision makers use economic impact studies to justify 
the existence or expansion of airports and other infrastructure. 
The studies demonstrate that the airport produces an economic 
benefit that offsets its perceived environmental, social, or 
financial costs. Unfortunately, informed policy making has 
suffered because these studies have differed greatly in their 
methodologies. The studies have relied on assumptions and 
have used terms that render a comparison of competing proj
ects impossible. Although there have been some attempts at 
creating standards for these studies, their complexity-and 
the competitiveness of the practitioners-has made agreement 
difficult. This paper attempts to provide a standard for esti
mating secondary airport-dependent economic impacts using 
the Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS 11) 
multipliers. 

An airport provides a wide range of economic benefits to a 
region. Some of these benefits are more apparent than others. 
An airport "brings the world closer" to residents of a region , 
adding value to a community. An airport encourages tourism, 
and tourism increases regional revenues. An airport also reaches 
beyond its role as part of the transportation network , and 
provides on- and off-site employment opportunities, gener
ating more economic activity throughout the region. 

Airport operation requires the services of numerous ven
dors, including passenger and cargo airlines, airport gift shops, 
and airline caterers. Goods and services purchased by airline 
passengers from these sectors constitute the primary impact 
of an airport. 

For example, an airline's catering generates demand for 
food items, such as fruit and meat and disposable products 
such as plastic cups. Providing food service aboard an aircraft 
requires inputs produced by other companies. These inputs , 
which are used to produce the goods and services that rep
resent the primary impact, constitute the secondary impact of 
an airport. These inputs and outputs represent successive rounds 
of spending. In this way, an initial expenditure "multiplies" 
into a much larger impact as the money circulates throughout 
the economy. 

Although several methodologies have been developed to 
measure secondary impacts, this paper -deals exclusively with 
the Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II) avail
able for purchase from the U.S. Department of Commerce. 

Gellman Research Associates, Inc., 115 West Avenue, Suite 201 , 
Jenkintown, Pa. 19046. 

[To obtain tables and additional information on RIMS II mul
tipliers, contact the Regional Economic Analysis Division, 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, BE-61 , U.S. Department of 
Commerce, Washington , D .C. 20230, (202) 523-0594.) 

The examples used in this paper come from the author's 
research using RIMS II multipliers as part of economic impact 
studies (EIS) of Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport (1989), Baltimore/ 
Washington International Airport (1986), Washington Dulles 
Airport (1985), Washington National Airport (1985), and Hong 
Kong's Kai Tak Airport (1988) . 

ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDIES 

An EIS study looks at current situations and calculates future 
trends. The EIS shows how an airport affects a region's econ
omy during a year designated as the base year. As passenger 
and cargo activity and facility operation increase over time, 
the EIS shows how the economic impact on the region also 
rises. Because no airport can handle unlimited increases in 
activity, the EIS demonstrates how future limitations on air
port capacity will limit the future economic impact on the 
region. The EIS then calculates the present value of this loss 
to the local economy from the inability of the airport to satisfy 
potential demand. 

An EIS estimates impacts that depend on activities occur
ring on site , such as baggage handling, and those occurring 
off site, such as car rentals. These impacts can be divided into 
primary, secondary, and total impacts. Primary impacts are 
found using data collection and data analysis . Detailed EISs 
show these impacts by changes in employment, payrolls, tax 
revenues, final demand, and total output, as well as in local 
purchases and in leakages of money from the region. Ta
ble 1 shows a representative table of on-site impacts from an 
EIS. 

To determine these impacts, the study team collects as much 
data as possible from each of the different airport sectors and, 
using statistical and econometric techniques, extrapolates from 
a sample to a survey population. The study team estimates 
secondary impacts using RIMS II. 

RIMS II 

Since 1758, when French economi t Franc;ois Quesnay pub
lished Tableau Economique, the input-ourput nature of the 
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TABLE 1 ON-AIRPORT ECONOMIC IMPACT SUMMARY FOR THE YEAR 2000 

Sectors: Psngr. Cargo Airline Airpor t Gov't. Total 
Impact Aviation Aviation Suppliers Concess. A gen. On-Airport 

Employment 

Primary 14,570 1,607 4,881 

Secondary 1,818 2,243 5,917 

Total 19,388 3,851 10,798 

Output ($000) 

Primary $935 $205 $393 

Secondary $1,374 $302 $398 

Total $2,309 $507 $791 

Earnings ($000) 

Primary $420 $64 $124 

Secondary $113 $52 $139 

Total $533 $116 $263 

Loe Purch ($000) $130 $56 $115 

Leakages ($000) $347 $76 $139 

Tax Revenues ($000) 

Corporate $8 $1 $2 

Personal $3 $.5 $1 

Secondary $1 $.5 $1 

Total $12 $'.l $4 

economy has been recognized . However, it was not until the 
1930s that the analytical framework of the Leontief Inversion 
led to the creation of a national input-output matrix that could 
actually measure these interindustry transactions . 

During the mid-1970s, the Regional Economic Analysis 
Division of tht: Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), U.S . 
Department of Commerce , designed the Regional Industrial 
Multiplier System (RIMS). Later, an improved version , RIMS 
TT , extended the national input-output multiplier concept to 
regional uses and concerns. Essentially, RIMS II consists of 
the same technical coefficients as the national model but 
accommodates varying flows of imports to and exports from 
regions consisting of one or more contiguous counties within 
the United States. BEA updates the national model every 5 
years and recalibrates the regional models every year using 
local data. 

EISs have used RIMS II multipliers to show the change in 
total regional output, total earnings, and total employment 
from a change in final demand that may arise from a new 
investment or policy change. Final demand includes sales to 
government, industry, and other regions as well as capital 
formation. Unlike an input, final demand requires consump
tion for its own sake and not for the sake of producing some 
other kind of good. 

2,405 2,151 25,614 

4,436 3,680 21 ,095 

6,841 5,832 46,709 

$252 $251 $2,038 

$375 $362 $2,814 

$627 $613 $4,852 

$36 $60 $707 

$104 $86 $497 

$140 $146 $1 ,204 

$116 $91 $510 

$89 $92 $745 

$1 $0 $12 

$1 $1 $6.5 

$1 $1 $4.5 

$3 $2 $21 

As with most other fields of economics , real-world appli
cation of these multipliers requires as much artistic skill as 
scientific knowledge. Generating total impacts requires mea
suring the final demand of each industrial sector dependent 
on the airport and then multiplying that value by the appro
priate RIMS II multiplier. The difficulties lie in determining 
which multiplier to use for what purpose and, more important , 
in determining the airport-dependent final demand for each 
relevant industrial sector. 

USING RIMS II 

RIMS II employs the same structure used in the national 
input-output matrix, listing 39 inputs for over 500 industries . 
The RIMS II matrices come in three varieties (plus a new 
employment multiplier table not discussed here) . The matri
ces provide the following multipliers: 

• Total output multiplier-helps estimate the total impact 
within the study area from primary final demand. Consisting 
of sales to final demand, sales to other firms , and wage pay
ments within the study area , the total output multiplier rep
resents a total of primary and secondary final demand. Total 
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output measures the sum of transactions and thus constitutes 
double calculations. Some researchers are attracted to this 
multiplier because of the " big numbers," not because it dis
closes important data. 

• Earnings multiplier-estimates the total, primary, and 
secondary earnings created by primary final demand expen
ditures within the study area. Earnings consists of wage and 
payroll payments to the household sector of the economy. 
Total earnings constitutes the sum of primary and secondary 
earnings. 

• Direct impact multiplier-represents the proportion of 
primary final demand created by wage payments and pur
chases by firms from within the study area . The 39th row of 
the direct multiplier is called the household multiplier, which 
represents the percentage of final demand paid to households 
in the form of wage payments within the study area . If data 
on wages are not available from primary sources, the house
hold multiplier may be used to create an estimate of wages. 

Selecting Airport-Dependent Industrial Sectors 

Although the RIMS II matrices do not include the "airport" 
industry per se, they do contain multipliers of those industries 
that provide goods and services necessary to meet the needs 
of airline passengers. As shown in Table 2, these industries 
include the goods and services a traveler might require when 
leaving home, passing through the airport onto an airline, 
flying to the destination airport, and reaching a final desti
nation via some form of ground transportation. Each of the 
industries represented in this trip synopsis has a corresponding 
RIMS II industry number. The hundreds of columns in the 
RIMS II matrix are listed in numerical order by industry 
number. 

Table 2 shows various airport-related services with their 
associated RIMS II and standard industrial classification (SIC) 
numbers. The terms used here are those found in the SIC 
manual. The table shows that RIMS II may treat different 
types of enterprises similarly even though they may have dif
ferent SIC numbers. It helps to identify an industry in the 
SIC manual , which is more specific, and then use the four
digit SIC number to find the corresponding RIMS II industry 
number. 

After initially grouping firms with the same RIMS II indus
try number, the EIS estimates airport-dependent final demand 
for each industry. This process requires extensive surveying 
and econometric analysis as well as an understanding of the 
nature of airports, aviation, and other transportation-related 
services. 

Determining Final Demand 

The relevant measurement for analyzing the primary or first
round impact of an airport is final demand. Final demand 
consists of 

• net earnings of labor and proprietors, 
• purchases of inputs into the production of the transpor

tation-related service [including inputs produced locally (local 
purchases) and those imported into the region (leakages)], 
and 

• payments to the owners of land, capital, and equipment. 
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TABLE 2 INDUSTRIAL SECTORS FOR AIRPORT 
ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDIES 

RIMS II 
SIC Industry 

Industry Title Number Number 

Certificated Airlines 4511 65.0500 

Uncertificated Airlines 4521 65.0500 

Airline Caterers 5812 74.0000 

Aircraft Cleaners 4582 65.0500 

Baggage Handlers 4583 65.0500 

Snack Bars 5812 74.0000 

News Stands 5994 69.0200 

Novelty Shops 5947 69.0200 

Flight Insurance Stands 6411 70.0500 

Ground Transit 4111 65.0200 

Car Rentals 7512 75.0001 

Hotels 7011 72.0100 

Restaurants 5812 74.0000 

Travel Agents 4722 65.0702 

Freight Forwarders 4712 65.0701 

Foreign Exchange 6052 70.0100 

Airport Security 7393 73.0106 

Source: Standard Industrial Classification Manual and 

Industry Classification of the Input

Output Tables. 

The measurement of fina l demand comes from adding together 
sales (to the final consumer and not to another producer of 
airport-dependent services), organizational budgets, and 
commissions. 

Under no circumstances should the EIS use revenues to 
determine the final demand of an airline . Revenues flow to 
the corporate headquarters that budget each airline station 
for local purchases, wages, fees , and so on. Similarly, reve
nues cannot measure final demand for travel agents and freight 
forwarder . These supplie rs must pass roughly 90 percent of 
their revenues to the transportation or service providers. 
Commissions, rather than sales, are the relevant measure of 
final demand for these industries . 

Organizing Primary Data 

A major airport may have 20 or more airlines serving it and 
hundreds of travel agents, hotels, and freight forwarders that 
receive a portion of their revenues as a consequence of the 
airport. Table 3 shows several key aggregations of airport
dependent sectors along with their corre ponding RIMS II 
multipliers (for a particular impact region). 
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TABLE 3 KEY RIMS II MULTIPLIERS 

Sector 
Output 
Mufti plier 

Earning 
Multiplier 

Direct 
Multiplier 

Household 
Multiplier 

Passngr Airline 2.4696 0.5709 0.5895 0.3046 

Cargo Airline 2.4696 0.5709 0.5895 0.3046 

Suppliers 2.0127 0.6788 0.6890 0.3115 

Concessions 2.4874 0.5618 1.9461 0.2929 

Grnd Trnsprt 2.7793 0.7876 0.7066 0.4861 

Hotels 2.7290 0.6680 0.7029 0.3533 

Travel Agent 3.0383 0.9196 0.8263 0.5826 

Freight Fwrd 3.0003 0.8249 0.7903 0.4561 

Source: The Dallas Economic Impact Region Multipliers, 

Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. DOC, 1987. 

Cargo and passenger airlines have the same RIMS II mul
tipliers since they have the same RIMS II industry numbers. 
Their separation in an analysis or a presentation would not, 
therefore, depend on RIMS II but on other factors, among 
them the different airport activity variables used to forecast 
future impacts. 

Creating Multipliers 

This section describes creating a set of multipliers for an indus
try not covered in RIMS II when such an industry is, in reality, 
an agglomeration of several industries. Airline suppliers such 
as aircraft cleaners , baggage handlers, and caterers provide 
inputs into the airline production process. Because they are 
often located on-site, many EISs include them as a final demand 
sector. Because these services represent a number of different 
industries, the RIMS II multipliers in Table 3 represent a 
weighted average of an individual industry's RIMS II multi
pliers. Most studies measure the impact of airline suppliers 
separately from that of airlines and treat the suppliers as just 
another airport concession. But concessions sell to a traveler 
whereas suppliers sell to an airline. If airline suppliers are to 
he considered as a separate sector, then their total final demand 
must be subtracted from the total airline station budgets. This 
subtraction is necessary in order to avoid counting the value 
of the payment from airlines to suppliers twice. Similarly, the 
payments of all on-site suppliers to the airport authority must 
be subtracted from their budgets or sales before adding the 
budget for the airport authority to the total impact .results. 

Table 4 shows how the total earnings multiplier for the 
supplier sector would be developed for a hypothetical airport. 
A supplier data base would contain the names of each of the 
companies that fit the general classification of supplier. These 
companies would be sorted according to their RIMS II indus
try number. In the example shown in Table 4, the supplier 
sector has been sorted by baggage handling, building services, 
airport security , and airline caterers. Each of these four indus
tries has a total earnings multiplier associated with it found 

in the earnings matrix. (Similarly, the industry would have 
each of the other types of multipliers shown in Table 3.) 

The airport-dependent final demand for each firm must be 
found by using data collection and analysis techniques. The 
total earnings for baggage handling ($59,142) is found by 
multiplying the earnings multiplier (0.6877) by airport
dependent final demand ($86,000). After finding total earn
ings for the other categories , divide the sum of the total earn
ings ($483,233) by the sum of the total airport-dependent final 
demand ($668,000) to find the weighted multiplier for the 
supplier sector (0.7234). This procedure creates multipliers 
for broad industry classifications not covered by the RIMS II 
industry classifications. 

Other multipliers that also produce useful information can 
be derived by combining the RIMS II multipliers and other 
data. For example, a local purchase multiplier would be con
structed to determine what part of the primary impact consists 
of purchases of Local goods and services. A leakage multiplier 
would be constructed to determine how much of the final 
demand leaves the region from imports of goods or services 
from outside. Derivation of the local purchase multiplier and 
the leakage multiplier is as follows: 

Local purchases = direct multiplier - household 

multiplier 

Leakage multiplier 1 direct multiplier 

profit multiplier 

The profit multiplier is the specific profit rate for a given 
industrial sector, found from secondary source material such 
as U.S. Department of Commerce publications that show the 
profit-to-sales ratio for various industrial sectors. 

ESTIMATING IMPACTS 

Table 5 provides a detailed example of how the RIMS II 
multipliers found in Tabie 2 can be applied to ihe airline 
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TABLE 4 DERIVATION OF SUPPLIER SECTOR MULTIPLIERS: TOTAL 
EARNINGS 

Airport• RIMS II Total 
Total 

Companies 
Dependent 
Final Demand 

Industry 
Number 

Eamin~s 
Multip ier Earnings 

Baggage Handling 

Airline Services 

Unlimited $86,000 

Building Services 

World Service 
Company $78,000 

Airport Security 

Globe Security $120,000 

Smith Security, Inc. $56,000 

Airline Caterers 

Dobbs Int'l Services $78,000 

Marriott In-Flite $140,000 

Sky Chefs In-Flight $11Q,QQQ 

Total $668,000 

Weighted Multiplier 

•An values are hypothetical. 

TABLE 5 APPLICATION OF RIMS II TO THE AIRLINE 
SECTOR 

Total Airline Station Budget 

Total Suppliers Budgets 

Total Airline Final Demand 

Total Earnings 

Primary 

Secondary 

Total Output 

Primary 

Secondary 

Local Purchases 

Leakages 

$125,000,000 

$25,000,000 

$100,000,000 

$57,090,000 

$30,460,000 

$26,630,000 

$246,960,000 

$100,000,000 

$146,960,000 

$28,490,000 

$41,050,000 

65.0500 0.6877 

$59,142 

73.0102 0.8140 

$63,492 

73.0106 0.9303 

$111,636 

$52,097 

74.000 0.6002 

$46,816 

$84,028 

$66,022 

$483,233 

0.7234 

sector. In this example, the airlin sector of an airport wiLh 
total airline ration budgets of $125 million pent $25 million 
on airline . upplier , in luding fees t the a.irpon authority. 
The remaining $100 million constitut the airline final lemand. 

The ai.rline sector was responsible for generating $57,090,0 0 
in total earning witbin the region which is the um of primary 
an.d secondary earning . Primary earnings is the same a wage 
found either through data c llectioa or by using the household 
multiplier (Wages = Final Demand x Household Multi
plier) . Total earnings wa. found by multiplying fin al demand 
by the total earnings mul tiplie r. econdary arnings, then i 
the difference between total and primary ea rning-. Toial ea rn
in.g i the most important measure of value in term · of ben
efits to the people of the region. 

The airline ecto r generated $246 960 000 in total outpul , 
which i. the sum of primary output (final demand) and sec
ondary output. Secondary output is sale , revenue , and bud
gets created from Lhe sub ·equenL r und · of spending after, 
and a a result of, the primary round f ·pend ing. Sine output 
add the cotal value of all transactions it counts the ·ame 
inputs over and over again . Tbe more self-contained an econ
omy, the grea ter the total output multipLie r. Consequently, 
the total output multiplier does not present a true picture of 
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the airport's value. A region that imports most of its products 
would have a low total output multiplier. 

The airlines would have spent $28,490,000 for local pur
chases of goods and services. This was found by multiplying 
final demand by the local purcha e multiplier cre<1ted in the 
derivation of other multipliers given earlier. They would have 
spent $41,050,000 on leakages. The leakage multiplier was 
also derivt!tl in lhis calculation. 

CONCLUSION 

RIMS II is not a difficult tool to use if approached system
atically. The two key concerns for the user are: 

• Appropriate selection of a RIMS II multiplier for the 
given industry, and 
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• Correct and accurate estimation of final demand for that 
industry. 

With the three RIMS II matrices, plus additional publicly 
available data, the user can employ a wide variety of multi
pliers that will help convey important information regarding 
the impact of an airport. RIMS II multipliers enable the esti
mation of secondary and total impacts. These impacts, along 
with both primary impacts and qualitative information 
describing the benefit of the airport, build the case that an 
airport has an intrinsic value to a region. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Aviation Eco
nomics and Forecasting. 
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Entry, Exclusion, and Expulsion in a 
Single Hub Airport System 

JoHN R. G. BRANDER, B. A. CooK, AND JoHN E. RowcROFT 

Airport congestion is best handled by peak period pricing. The 
most efficient means of implementing such a scheme is via some 
type of slot auction mechanism. This paper addresses the ques
tions of what happens to slot prices when the number of com
petitors increases, as well as whether or not a financially strong 
firm can use the auctions to overpower its weaker rivals. Slot 
prices rise with the number of air carriers competing in the 
market. The paper also demonstrates that it is not feasible for 
financially strong carriers to attempt to use the auction process 
to either exclude potential rivals or to expel them from the 
market. 

Perhaps one inevitable consequence of the deregulation of an 
air transportation system is increasing airport congestion. 
Although congestion has existed at certain airports for many 
years, the onset of deregulation has exacerbated the problem 
because of the entry of new air carriers into the market and 
the desire to increase the number of flights on particular links 
in the system. In a series of earlier papers, the authors have 
argued that the only viable long-term solution is a system of 
peak-load pricing, ideally implemented through periodic auc
tion of the available capacity. Although this study is limited 
to the question of airport runway landing slots, its approach 
is valid for other forms of airport congestion as well. 

One study (1) presented a simulation model of passenger 
traffic along individual links into a congested hub airport. 
This model permitted estimation of auction prices for runway 
slots at the hub at both peak and off-peak periods. The auction 
proposal raised a number of concerns, the most important 
being the possibility of collusion among incumbents aimed at 
excluding potential competitors. 

This paper extends that analysis and focuses on some of 
the criticisms of the authors' earlier work. Initially, the focus 
is on the impact of increasing the number of carriers in the 
market. Of interest here is the effect of the number of carriers 
on auction prices, airport revenues, and passenger welfare. 
Attention is then turned to the possibility of financially pow
erful, established firms using the auction mechanism as a com
petitive tool to preclude the emergence of new carriers through 
excessively high bids. Closely related is another question of 
whether or not it is possible for strong firms to (in effect) 
expel their financially weaker rivals from specific markets. 

The paper begins with an overview of both the auction 
mechanism and the underlying structure of the single hub 
model. Measures of system performance are examined in the 

Department of Economics, University of New Brunswick, P.O. Box 
4400, Fredericton, N.B., Canada E3B JA3. 

next section, particularly the assumptions underlying the 
measurement of airport revenue from the slot auctions. This 
examination leads directly to a discussion of the conditions 
under which new entrants might be barred from the market. 
As a corollary, the possibility of an attempt by existing carriers 
to expel one or more of their competitors from the market is 
considered. The data used in the simulations and then the 
results are discussed. Finally, some concluding observations 
are presented. 

AUCTION METHOD OF ALLOCATION 
REVISITED 

Slot auctions are seen as the most efficient means to imple
ment the practice of peak-load pricing. This is the case because 
each profit-maximizing airline in a system can easily estimate 
the expected value of profit attached to each landing slot it 
might acquire. This is because the airline possesses detailed 
knowledge of the market structure of its routes and its cost 
structure. Thus, it can estimate the direct costs of participating 
in that route as well as the opportunity costs of reallocating 
aircraft from one route to another. It is anticipated that dif
ferent airlines would submit different bids because of their 
differing perceptions of the market and because of their dif
fering cost structures. 

How would the auction process function? The initial step 
in the process would be for each airline to develop a draft 
schedule and to submit bids for the landing slots it wants to 
acquire. Each airline would, of course, operate in isolation. 
The airport authorities would receive the bids and place them 
in rank order. The airline submitting the highest bid would 
be awarded the property right to the slot for some predeter
mined period (i.e., two years). Should an airline be successful 
in all of its bids, it would then finalize its schedule. Otherwise, 
the airline could modify its draft schedule, or enter a slot 
aftermarket in the search for additional slots. The auction 
might be carried on twice yearly, with 25 percent of the slots 
available each time-if they were awarded for a 2-year period. 
Other combinations of frequency and the length of slot control 
are also possible. 

In the absence of such auctions for airport capacity, it is 
necessary to simulate the process. This was done for a single 
hub system (1) and for a larger system as well (2). Only the 
single hub case is considered here. That simulation was solved 
both analytically and iteratively. The former solution pro
duced some difficulties, the most fundamental being that the 
initial solution did not necessarily assi&n whole numbers of 
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flights to each route and to each carrier. To ensure such an 
outcome, an iterative scheme was developed. Slots were dis
tributed one at a time to the carrier and route that could earn 
the most extra contribution from one more flight. In a sense, 
the process may be regarded as an auction of each successive 
slot to the highest bidder, although no fee is necessarily col
lected. 

Each airline is seen as facing two distinct markets-a time 
sensitive business market and a fare sensitive recreational 
market. Carriers operate within a peak period-the combi
nation of a morning peak and a late afternoon peak-and an 
off-peak period consisting of the rest of the day. There are 
then, in principle, four distinct demand curves, all of which 
have been assumed linear for the sake of convenience. There 
are initially four airlines in the market each operating a dif
ferent sized aircraft. Linear cost relationships have been 
assumed to simplify the analysis. Each airline seeks to max
imize its contribution to overhead, that is, to maximixe the 
difference between its passenger revenue and its flight costs. 

Let each airline currently operate a variety of flights, Q\ 
on each of the n routes and within the capacity of the airport, 
N. Thus: 

(1) 
l/'i.i Q,i < N 

Only the Q\ need be integers since Q,i and Q,i+n represent 
the portions of the flights that are drawn from the business 
and recreational markets, respectively. Temporarily treating 
Q* 'i as the maximum number of flights available, each expres
sion in Equation 1 becomes a "less-than-or-equal-to" con
straint. A new optimizing solution will generate a set of shadow 
prices, m,i, one for each airline on each of the n routes. 

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for this problem are: 

M (2) 

i = 1, . .. , m ; j = 1, . . . , Zn 

For most cases, solution is by a similar iterative procedure to 
the initial solution algorithm. However, if some, but not all, 
airlines supply a market on a particular route, the m,i equation 
itself must be solved iteratively. A modified Newton-Raphson 
method was adopted and found to converge rapidly for the 
values considered. 

The mii represent the value to each airline of an extra flight 
on the corresponding route. If additional runway capacity is 
available then the next slot is "awarded" to the carrier-route 
combination with the highest positive m. If no capacity remains, 
or if all shadow prices are zero, the solution is final. The last 
valu~ for the maximum m,; provides a second measure of the 
value of an extra unit of airport capacity. 

It remains to provide a starting point for the solution rou
tine. In principle the iteration procedure can start with all the 
Q\ equal to zero. Slots could then be allocated one at a time. 
However, for a problem of any size, the computational time 
required is considerable. Each new m solution requires a lengthy 
iterative procedure of its own that is repeated for each addi
tional slot. A more computationally efficient approach is to 
use the initial continuous solution as a starting point. Each 
noninteger volume Q\ is rounded down, freeing up a small 
number of slots ( :=s2nm ) , which are allocated by means of the 
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"m auction solution ." Starting from zero remains an available 
method if the initial solution technique fails, or to mimic a 
particular auction procedure. 

MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE 

The behavior of the airport system m<ly he evaluated differ
ently by the airport, the carriers, the passengers, and by soci
ety as a whole. Hence, a number of performance measures 
are appropriate. Following directly from the solution process, 
various estimates of the slot auction prices are available. 

Slot Prices 

In a competitive bidding situation, the final bid does not rep
resent the maximum price that any carrier will pay, but the 
highest price that would be paid by an unsuccessful bidder. 
This situation follows from the recognition that the successful 
firm will not bid against itself. It remains true for a variety 
of auction types including English, Dutch, sealed bid first 
price and sealed bid second price (3). Because all the m,i are 
calculated , the actual price at auction can be extracted auto
matically during the solution process. 

Various auction methods can be simulated by making small 
modifications to the algorithm. Thus, if the initial values of 
the Q\ are set equal to zero, prices are generated that cor
respond to a slot-by-slot auction. If slots are auctioned in 
batches, then the solution method is readily modified to gen
erate the corresponding prices and allocation. 

Airport Revenue 

As shown in other research (2) airport revenue depends on 
the form of the slot auction, particularly the size of the lots 
in which slots are sold. To preserve generality in the present 
analysis, all slots are deemed to be sold at the auction price 
for the final slot. Because the demand curves are downward 
sloping, the highest price paid by an unsuccessful bidder for 
the last slot provides a lower bound on the auction price of 
airport runway capacity. Thus airport revenue is the product 
of capacity and the appropriate m. 

Revenue and Profit 

The total contribution to total carriers' profit may be calcu
lated by summing the individual carrier's contribution from 
each route and each period and subtracting the total revenue 
received by the airport. Because airport revenue is a lower 
bound, total contribution represents the maximum retained 
by the carriers. 

Social Welfare 

Within the model and the auction, the slot prices are deter
mined by the profit maximization of the individual carriers. 
However, the performance of an air transportation system is 
normally considered in the broader context of how it serves 
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society as a whole, or, at least, that part of society involved 
directly with air travel. 

In this context an appropriate and widely used measure of 
social welfare is the sum of consumers' and producers' eco
nomic surplus. The relevant calculations for the present model 
are as follows: 
For a single linear demand curve, q = a - bp, consumer 
surplus at quantity q is given by q212b. The number of pas
sengers using carrier ion route j is g;iQii where g is the capacity 
of the relevant aircraft. Hence the total number of passengers 
on this route in this period is gQ, and total consumer surplus 
(CS) for the system is given by 

(3) 

For each aircraft size and route, cost per passenger is con
stant. Therefore, producer surplus for each carrier is simply 
the contribution to fixed cost, Ilk, and total producer surplus 
(PS) including payment to the airport is given by 

PS = I;i II;i summed over both periods. (4) 

Consumer and producer surplus added together equals total 
surplus. It provides a useful means of gaging the impact on 
social welfare of market expansion. 

Passenger Revenue 

A more direct measure of the level of operations is provided 
by the total passenger revenue generated by flights to and 
from the hub. Revenue here is a reflection of total passenger 
revenue miles and the fares for the different routes, both of 
which may be expected to respond to changes in the number 
of carriers. 

BARRIERS TO ENTRY 

In principle , the slot auction may be used to influence com
petition in two ways. Existing carriers may attempt to dis
courage potential entrants, or to drive an· established carrier 
from the market. Because the periods are distinct , if the slots 
are auctioned separately, exclusion or expulsion may be 
attempted in peak, off-peak, or both periods. 

It is assumed that all carriers operate with full and accurate 
knowledge of the effects of entry and exit. Thus an entry
preventing slot price is one that would reduce the potential 
entrant's contribution to zero. Specifically, if the market is 
served currently by m carriers, the entry-preventing price is 
found by resolving the sy tern for m + 1 carriers and dividing 
the last firm's contribution by the number of flights that it 
operates in the relevant period. Entry prevention is worth
while if the profits of the m carriers, net of entry-preventing 
slot fees, exceed those that they would earn in the market 
with m + 1 carriers and normal auction payments. 

The slot fee necessary to exclude them''' carrier is calculated 
in a similar way by dividing its contribution by the number 
of slots used . Exclusion will be worthwhile if reducing the 
system to m - 1 carriers enables the remaining carriers to 
increase their own profits by an amount sufficient to pay the 
increased slot fees. 

Raising slot fees above the marginal price calculated in the 
model would normally lead to a reduction in the number of 
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slots actually used by the carriers to maximize their contri
butions to profit. However, exclusion and expulsion require 
that all slots be purchased at the appropriate price. This raises 
the question of how the purchase costs are apportioned by 
the carrier concerned. In the present analysis, carriers are 
assumed to optimize their operations, neglecting the larger 
fee and then paying for the slots u ed at the higher exclusion 
or expulsion price. In this way, the exclu ion or expulsion 
"premium" is treated as a form of sunk cost. Becau e collec
tively they must buy all the slots, the carriers will continue to 
use them all if they would have done so without the extra fee. 

THE DATA 

The decision to examine the behavior of the model data was 
made in order to reflect, in a general way, part of a network 
in the North American context. No identification with a spe
cific location is intended at this stage. 

Carriers, Routes, and Markets 

Computation focused on four or more carriers operating on 
some or all of eight "spokes" to the hub airport. Each of the 
routes differed in length from a short haul of 250 mi, increas
ing in increments of 250 mi, to a stage length of 2,000 mi. 
Demand on each route came from two markets: a relatively 
high-priced business market and the larger lower-priced rec
reational demand. To avoid generating results from pecu
liarities of demand, a "white noise" approach was adopted 
to the two types of market. Thus, basic demand for seats on 
route j was given by 

business demand: 

qi = 6,400 - (5,000/di)Pi j = 1 , .. , n (5) 

recreational demand: 

qi+n = 20,000 - (160,000/dJpi +n 

di is the length of route j as before. In a sense demand price 
is simply "scaled up" as di increases. 

Aircraft Size 

Throughout the analysis, g was assumed to represent both the 
capacity of an aircraft and the number of fare-paying passen
gers actually onboard. This is for convenience only , and alter
ing the load factor to less than 100 percent would simply shift 
the profit functions downward. 

In general, each carrier might be expected to operate a 
mixed fleet of aircraft using different sizes on different routes. 
Aircraft capacity might also be varied between peak and off
peak services. However a distinction has yet to be drawn 
between each carrier. To avoid too many interacting effects, 
each carrier was identified with a particular size of aircraft. 
Carriers were deemed to have a sufficient number of aircraft 
of the designated capacity to operate as many flights as they 
wished. Fleet size does not appear as a constraint. 

For investigatory purposes, four sizes of aircraft broadly 
appropriate to the route distances were selected. Thus the 
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initial configuration consisted of four carriers operating single 
type fleets of 50, 100, 150, and 200 passenger aircraft. 

Operating Cost 

The linear cost function in Equation 2 permits considerable 
flexibility in terms of cost variation between routt!s and car
riers. However, for the present analysis, the following sim
plified version was used: 

cost of flight by carrier i on route j 

= c + di (j + hg;i) 
(6) 

To obtain "reasonable" values for f and h, two steps were 
involved. Canadian Transport Commission data (4) provided 
operating costs per mile for 11 medium and large aircraft 
types. Representative passenger capacities for each of these 
types were obtained from Aviation Week and Space Tech
nology (August 19 and September 9, 1985). Linear regression 
provided values for f and h as follows: 

cost of flight by carrier i on route j 

= di (2.2031 + 0.0247g;) 
(7) 

Support for this straight line form is good with an R2 of 0.97. 
However, costs for small aircraft may be understated because 
none were included in the original estimation. 

Parameter c was set equal to zero in the basic cost Equation 
in 6 and remained available to introduce a landing/take-off 
fee as required. Other costs not sensitive to either stage length 
or aircraft size could be incorporated into this constant term 
as well. 
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Airport Size 

Following Borins (5), a single runway fully used and with a 
full complement of airport services is able to support 40 air
craft movements per hour. Each peak period is considered to 
last 2 hr and therefore, a single runway represents a peak 
capacity of 80 slots if it is fully supported. Consolidating the 
two peak periods produces a total peak capacity of 160 slots. 
If the airport is closed between midnight and 7:00 a.m., there 
are 13 hr (or 520 slots)for off-peak traffic. 

RESULTS 

As noted previously, the basic configuration consisted of four 
carriers each operating aircraft of a different size. With the 
demand specified, these carriers were found to use all the 
available capacity in the off-peak as well as the peak period. 
However, the auction price for an off-peak slot was about 5 
percent of the peak price. 

Increasing the Number of Carriers 

To assess the impact of increased competition for landing 
slots, the number of carriers was increased by adding succes
sive carriers with aircraft of a particular size. The effects of 
the expansion on the various measures of perf rmance men
tioned earlier are summarized in Table 1. The first line of 
data in the table indicates the basic four-carrier configuration, 
and the entry in the second column indicates that the fourth 
carrier uses 200-seat aircraft. For convenience, a number of 

TABLE I IMPACT ON SLOT PRICES AND CERTAIN WELFARE MEASURES 
OF ADDITIONAL FIRMS 

Firms Slot Price TAR TFP r&tio •cs •TS STPR TPRl'fl 
TAR I I 

• cty peak of f-p >1•10,000 TAR+TFP )( 10,000 I 

4 200 47327 2587 892 2789 0.2423 1787 5468 2572 124991 
I 

5 50 47327 2887 907 2765 0.2471 1788 5460 2559 123211 
6 50 47327 3108 919 2747 0.2506 1789 5455 2551 122161 
7 50 47327 3334 931 2729 0.2543 1792 5452 2545 121741 
8 50 47327 3479 938 2720 0.2565 1791 5449 2541 121021 

I 
5 100 54822 3067 1037 2599 0.2851 1811 5446 2545 124261 
6 100 58654 3250 1107 2480 0.3087 1841 5428 2516 124131 
7 100 59159 3477 1127 2402 0.3194 1872 5402 2481 123271 
8 100 60490 3548 1152 2374 0.3268 1881 5407 2475 123371 

I 
5 150 53072 2854 998 2566 0.2799 1894 5458 2507 129921 
6 150 58428 3104 1096 2338 0.3192 1988 5423 2437 132891 
7 150 60796 3387 1149 2209 0.3421 2045 5403 2393 134691 
8 150 64592 3661 1224 2070 0.3715 2085 5379 2356 134961 

I 
5 200 48214 2125 882 2554 0.2567 2026 5462 2433 137471 
6 200 52214 2004 940 2261 0.2936 2209 5410 2306 145291 
7 200 51643 1739 917 2136 0.3003 2324 5376 2224 150201 
8 200 52428 1904 938 2044 0.3145 2379 5361 2185 153011 

TAR: Total Airport Revenu• CS1 Consumer Surplus 
TFP: Firms· Total Contrib'n to Profit TS: Tot&l Surplus 
TPRl11 Tot&l P&ssenger Revenue 11il•• TPR1 Tot&l Pax Revenue 
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the measures are also illustrated. Only the integer values of 
the abscissa are valid, but the points have been joined by 
smooth curves for clarity. Thus Figure 1 shows the impact of 
expansion on the peak slot price. Carriers operating small 
(50-seat) aircraft have no impact on peak traffic because it is 
only profitable for them to use the airport during the off-peak 
period. Slot prices are higher for the intermediate-sized air
craft because peak fares do not fall as rapidly as with the 
largest entrants. Total contribution to profit is shown in Fig
ure 2. Contribution falls as competition increases with the 
effect most pronounced for the entry of the carriers with the 
largest aircraft. Figure 3 shows the growth in total consumer 
surplus as the number of carriers increases. This, too, is influ
enced noticeably by the size of the entrant carriers. The increase 
in consumer surplus is outweighed by the decline in the air
lines' net revenue and thus total surplus decreases as more 
carriers compete for the same airport capacity. This results 
even in the absence of explicit congestion costs. Further 
experimentation with expansion using successive carriers with 
aircraft of different sizes produced similar results. 
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FIGURE 1 Peak slot price. 
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Barriers to Entry-Excluding a Potential Entrant 

It was argued earlier that it may be possible and profitable 
for the existing four carriers to exclude a potential entrant by 
bidding up the price of slots to the point where a new carrier 
could make no contribution to profit. This involved solving 
the model for five carriers and computing the appropriate slot 
prices for the peak and off-peak periods. These prices were 
then used to calculate the reduced net contribution for the 
four carriers. This contribution was compared with the net 
contribution that would be earned by each of the same carriers 
if entry occurred and the slots were auctioned among the five 
carriers. 

An airline with 100-seat aircraft has a potential for entry 
in both periods. The results of the simulations are given in 
Table 2. The first entry (Number of Slots) shows the number 
of slots that would be used by a new entrant and its contri
bution. From this can be calculated the exclusion price per 
slot . The impact of the new entrant is to increase the price 
of a peak slot by about $1,000 and the off-peak price by almost 

oicocof< oopooi<y of fie•• 5 - 8 ~ 

100 

200 

so 

6 7 firms 8 
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FIGURE 2 Total contribution to profit (TFP). 

$3,000. To exclude a potential entrant, the existing carriers 
would have to purchase all slots at these prices, reducing their 
contributions both peak and off-peak. The second entry 
(A/C capacity: peak) compares the tot;il contrihution earned 
by the industry at peak where there is entry and where entry 
is precluded by outbidding potential entrants for the available 
capacity. The final entry (A/C capacity: off peak) provides 
the same comparision for the off-peak period. 

A cc'.llparision of the total net contributions-with and 
without entry-demonstrates that exclusion is not profitable 
in either period for any of the carriers in the short run. How
ever, in the long run, preventing entry of another carrier with 
aircraft with a capacity of 100 causes the existing carriers with 
aircraft with a capacity of 50 and 100 to exit. Thus the market 
would be reduced to a duopoly of the 150- and 200-seat car
riers. At this stage, the slot price must be sufficient to deter 
the entry of a 100-seat carrier into the duopoly (Table 3). 
This table presents the same information as did Table 2, but 
for the long-run case. 
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200 

7 firms 

As before, a compans10n of the total net contributions 
shows that exclusion is not profitable in either period for 
either carrier. Thus exclusion of a 100-seat entrant is unprof
itable both in the short and the long runs. Similar results hold 
for potential entry by a carrier operating 150-seat aircraft. 

The case for a 200-seat entrant is less clear. Exclusion is 
not profitable for any of the carriers in the short run . In the 
long run, preventing entry of another carrier with aircraft with 
a capacity of 200 causes the existing carrier with aircraft with 
a capacity of 50 and 100 to exit and the 150-seat carrier remains 
in the off-peak period only. Thus the market would be reduced 
to a monopoly in the peak period and a duopoly of the 150-
and 200-seat carriers, off-peak. At this stage the slot price 
must be sufficient to deter the entry of a 200-seat carrier from 
these markets. The results of this analysis are given as in 
Table 4. 

It is profitable for the 200-seat carrier to maintain its 
monopoly in the peak period, although the maintenance of 
the duopoly in the off-peak period is unattractive to either 
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FIGURE 3 Consumer surplus. 

firm. Attempting to exclude a second 200-seat carrier from 
the off-peak period causes the 150-seat carrier to exit leaving 
a monopoly in both periods. The situation in the off-peak 
period with a potential 200-seat entrant is given in Table 5. 

Exclusion is profitable in the peak period. It is not prof
itable for the 200-seat carrier to attempt· to exclude other 
carriers from the off-peak market in the long run unless it is 
necessary to do so in order to maintain the monopoly in the 
peak period. 

6 7 firms 8 

Barriers to Entry-Expulsion of an Existing 
Carrier 

33 

For simplicity it is assumed that expulsion can take place in 
the absence of the threat of simultaneous entry by other car
riers. Thus the expulsion decision can be considered in iso
lation. Although a variety of potential exclusion scenarios 
were considered in the analysis, only the "workhorse" case 
is considered here. This is the case involving a carrier using 



TABLE 2 IMPACT ON CONTRIBUTIONS OF EXCLUSIONARY BIDDING 
POTENTIAL ENTRY BY A 100-SEAT CARRIER 

Entrant: Peak 

Number of Slots (1)1 24 
Total Contribution (2)1 1716144 
Exclusion price per slot (3)=(2)/(1)1 71506 

PEAK: 

A/c Capacity 

Without Entry 
With Entry: 

OFF-PEAK: 

A/c Capacity 

Without Entry: 

With Entry 

50 

0 
0 

50 

(117470) 

52205 

100 

(56534) 
413582 

100 

(12632) 

343844 

150 

1440426 
2147699 

150 

210472 

899745 

Off-peak 

72 
559058 

7765 

200 

3183399 
4097148 

200 

674204 

1467699 

TABLE 3 IMPACT ON CONTRIBUTIONS OF EXLUSIONARY BIDDING 
POTENTIAL ENTRY OF THE 100-SEAT CARRIER-LONG RUN 

Entrant: 

Number of Slots 
Total Contribution 
Exclusion price per slot 

Peak: 

A/c Capacity 

Without Entry: 

With Entry: 

Off-Peak: 

A/c Capacity 

Without Entry: 

With Entry: 

Peak 

( 1) I 37 
(2) I 2589187 

(3)=(2)/(1)1 69978 

50 100 150 

2085159 

838092 2818036 

50 100 150 

216873 

696962 1316202 

Off-peak 

127 
958191 

7545 

200 

3512960 

4779220 

200 

916770 

1831083 

TABLE 4 IMPACT ON CONTRIBUTIONS OF EXCLUSIONARY BIDDING 
POTENTIAL ENTRY OF THE 200-SEAT CARRIER-LONG RUN 

Entrant: Peak II Off-peak 

Number of Slots (1) I 79 II 169 
Total Contribution (2) I 8439549 II 1443487 
Exclusion price per slot (3)=(2)/(1)1 106830 II 8541 

Peak: 

A/c Capacity 50 100 150 200 

Without Entry: 11394531 

With Entry1 6193701 

Off-Peak: 

A/c Capacity 50 100 150 200 

Without Entry: (64159) 679601 

With Entry: 1372484 1358632 
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TABLE 5 IMPACT ON CONTRIBUTIONS OF EXCLUSIONARY BIDDING OFF
PEAK POTENTIAL ENTRY OF THE 200-SEAT CARRIER 

Entrant: Off-peak 

Number of Slots (1)1 222 
Total Contribution (2)1 2343576 
Exclusion price per 5lot (3)=(2)/(1)1 10557 

Off-Peak: 

A/c Capacity so 100 150 200 

Without Entry: 1657367 

With Entry: 2359994 

Combining Peak and Off-Peak: 

Without Entry: 13051999 

With Entry: 9537279 

TABLE 6 IMPACT ON CONTRIBUTIONS OF EXCLUSIONARY BIDDING 
ATTEMPTS TO EXPEL THE 100-SEAT CARRIER 

Excluded Firm: Peak Off-peak 

Number of Slots ( 1) I 3 7 127 
958191 

7545 
Total Contribution (2) I 2599187 
Exclusion price per slot (3)=(2)/(1)1 69979 

Peak: 

A/c Capacity 

With Exclusion: 

Without Exclusion: 

Off-Peak: 

A/c Capacity 

With Exclusion: 

Without Exclusion: 

100 seat aircraft. It is referred to as the "workhorse" case 
because of the fact that it was the ready availability of this 
size aircraft that made possible the expansion of the airline 
industry in the period following deregulation of the U.S. air
line industry. 

Excluding the carrier with 100-seat aircraft implies exclud
ing the carrier with 50-seat aircraft as well. The results of this 
simulation are given in Table 6. Using the auction mechanism 
to expel the 100-seat carrier in either period is not profitable 
for either of the remaining carriers. The total net contribution 
would be smaller after expulsion. 

It should be noted that the largest carrier could attempt to 
expel its rivals. The results here are mixed. It would be prof
itable for the 200-seat carrier to expel its rivals only in the 
off-peak market. In such a case, the largest carrier would buy 
all of the off-peak slots, but use only 334 of them. It would 
then reap monopoly profits sufficient to make expulsion 
worthwhile. 

50 

50 

1po 150 200 

2085159 3512960 

838092 2818636 4779220 

100 150 200 

216873 916766 

696962 1316202 1831083 

CONCLUSION 

The model discussed in this paper has a number of severe 
limitations. In particular, it treats a single hub airport as an 
isolated system, unconstrained by any other part of the trans
portation network. Moreover, each type of demand is char
acterised by a simple linear form with price directly related 
to distance. Each carrier operates a single size of aircraft, and 
there are no explicit congestion costs at the hub other than 
the rigid limitation on the number of available slots. However, 
within this framework, the results permit a few tentative 
conclusions. 

During the peak period, when slots are at a premium, most 
of them will be used by larger aircraft. This would appear to 
be indicated by efficiency considerations as well as the profit 
motivation of the model. However smaller aircraft remain 
viable in the off-peak period. Increasing the number of car
riers using a hub appears to benefit the consumers ·of air travel 
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and to increase the airport's share of net revenue via the slot 
auction. Moreover there appears to be little incentive for 
existing carriers to use the slot auction to restrict entry into 
the market, except in an extreme case. If barriers to entry 
are used they may be expected to take other, less costly forms. 
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Congestion, Concentration, and 
Contestability: The Case of the 
Airline Industry 

]OHN R. G. BRANDER, B. A. CooK, AND ]OHN E. RowcROFT 

When the contestability theory was first developed, it was 
believed that the airline industry represented the ideal case of 
ultra free entry. As empirical evidence mounted, it became 
clear that only the weak form of the theory applied. A major 
reason for thi change was the recognition that while entry 
was free in the regu latory sense, at the level of practice, prob
lems still remained. A major contributor to restricted c1ttry 
was airport capacity limitations. The e shortages of capacity 
bestow a variety of competitive advantages on incumbent car
riers. The auctioning of airport capacity is suggested as a means 
of increasing the contestability of the airline markets, given 
that ii levels the playing field . The paper demonst.rates that ii 
is not feasible for financially strong carriers to attempt to use 
the auctions to exclnde potential rivals, nor to expel compet
itors from the market . 

Following deregulation in 1978, the number of carriers in the 
airline industry increased sharply. Easy market access and the 
ready availability of surplus jet-powered aircraft attracted new 
competitors. Although the pattern was not uniform across the 
nation, the overall supply of services increased and fare yields 
fell. The increased competition, coupled with the inherent 
tendency toward head-to-head (or service) scheduling, resulted 
in increased congestion at a variety of airports in the system. 
In turn, this fueled demands for airport expansfon and other 
changes in the air transport system such as changing the sep
arations between landings thereby increasing the number of 
slots available per hour (1, p. 70). It is fair to say that these 
congestion problems have not yet been resolved (2 ,3). 

It is argued elsewhere ( 4) that the need to maximize the 
efficiency of airport infrastructural facilities exists and that an 
auction mechanism easily accommodates this need. Also, 
decreasing returns to flights exist, which, in turn, results in 
increased costs on a per passenger basis. The rising cost partly 
explains the increased concentration in the industry. Because 
the problems of congestion remain, the conclusion is that no 
parallel decrease in flights occurred as the concentration 
increased. (It should be noted that the consolidation of the 
industry and the hub bing activities of the participants reduced 
the number of flights at the 22 slot-constrained airports in 
1987 (5, p. 81). 

The renewed vigor of the oligopoly market structure in the 
airline industry reestablishes a sellers market, permitting 

Department of Economics, University of New Brunswick, P.O. Box 
4400, Fredericton, N.B ., Canada E3B 5A3. 

increased fare yields and economic profits. These develop
ments make the contestability of the industry important. At 
the same time, there are institutional barriers that greatly 
reduce the contestability, at least at the busiest hubs. A solu
tion to this problem must be found . 

The nature and extent of the contestability of the industry 
under present airport capacity allocation rules are reviewed. 
Other problems with the notion of perfect contestability are 
also discussed. The rationale for the adoption of the auction 
approach as a means of increasing the contestability of the 
industry is discussed next. The auction process, together with 
its benefits to the airport authorities and potential entrants, 
is then discussed. Finally, the conclusions from the analysis 
are presented. 

CONTESTABILITY OF AIRLINE MARKETS 

In the early stages of the evolution of the contestability 
hypothesis, deregulated airline markets were initially seen as 
representing the ideal case. Carrier-owned capital was highly 
mobile and the costly fixed capital facilities were provided by 
others. As empirical evidence has mounted, these attitudes 
have changed. At the present time, airline markets are viewed 
as only "partly" contestable. A variety of factors lie at the 
root of this revised position. From the perspective of the 
present research, the problem of airport access is considered 
the most important. But other problems associated with such 
competitive tools as frequent flyer programs and computer 
reservations systems also exist. 

Problems of Airport Access 

In order to operate flights on any given link in an air trans
portation system, an airline must have access to landing slots, 
gates and holding rooms, and airport counter space at both 
ends of the link. Thus it must have, or at least have ready 
access to, such facilities at both ends of the specific link that 
it wishes to contest. If that is not the case, the potential entrant 
will have to incur sunk costs of entry, reducing the contest
ability of the market, at least where only accounting costs
and not full economic costs-are incorporated into the anal
ysis. The value of the landing slots to an incumbent must be 
imputed into its cost structure. Otherwise, there is the illusion 
that the incumbents can earn an element of monopoly rent. 
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Contestability theory is most applicable to a situation in 
which a carrier, possessing aii of the requisite faciiities, wams 
to initiate service on that link. There are few difficulties here. 
Aside from an advertising campaign designed to attract pas
sengers to the new service, the sunk costs of entry are zero. 
This position abstracts from the opportunity costs of an air
line's using its airport capacity in one fashion rather than 
another. For example, to contest a new link, it may have to 
forego profit opportunities on some other link. Brander et al. 
discuss the impact of this situation ( 4). 

Of more interest is the capability of a new airline carrier 
to penetrate a new market. Here, the effectiveness of con
testability can be likened to the effectiveness of competition 
in the neoclassical model. It is the entry of a new carrier into 
the industry-not the expansion of an existing carrier-that 
has the most profound impact in the marketplace. (Consider 
the impact of Freddie Laker.) However, given existing airport 
capacity allocation practices, a new entrant faces a variety of 
sunk costs. Most important are the costs of obtaining landing 
slots and the requisite internal airport space, if, in fact, these 
were available at all. Contestability of the market may be 
lowered as a result. Much of this is, of course, already known. 
For example, Baumol and Willig (6, p. 24) have noted that 
recent experience in the industry has "revealed several ele
ments of the structure of supply that conflict significantly with 
the conditions necessary for the pure theory of contestability 
to apply ." According to Morrison and Winston (7, p. 61, 8) 
one of these elements is airport access . They argue that new
comers must incur sunk costs to obtain airport capacity and 
to recruit passengers. 

Further discussion of these supply elements is given by 
Cohen (9) who reports on a Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) 
study related to antitrust policy for a deregulated airline indus
try. That study suggests four potential barriers to the entry 
of new carriers : 

• Systemwide scale economies, 
• Control of feeder traffic, 
• Equipment and financial constraints, and 
• Airport access. 

Cohen suggests that the power of incumbent carriers might 
be such as to contribute to a reduction in the contestability 
of specific city-pair markets. One important aspect here is the 
long-term leases of internal airport space which is controlled 
by the lessee regardless of whether it is actually in use. A 
second, relevant aspect is the potential incumbent influence 
over airport management decisions. According to Cohen 
(9, p. 144) taken together, these could permit earners to "both 
block new entry to existing facilities and prevent the airport 
operator from expanding to accommodate additional entry or 
growth by small incumbents." 

Schedule committees are a third aspect of the problem. The 
potential for actions to limit new entry by the incumbent 
carriers does exist and is likely to increase as the level of 
congestion increases. This potential, together with other 
possible exclusionary anticompetitive actions have raised 
congressional concern to the extent that one trade publication 
(10, pp. 34-37) has suggested that Congress "may well leg
islate the industry back into regulation." Part of this concern 
for reregulation is due to an increasing number of consumer 
complaints and part of it comes from the increasing concen
tration of the industry (11). 
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There are serious access problems in the industry . These 
occur because although there is freedom of entry into the 
industry, there is not necessarily freedom of entry into the 
individual city-pair markets. The cause is the set of accu
mulated institutional arrangements for the allocation of capac
ity. In effect, these arrangements constitute a new form of 
industry regulation. The new regulation is different from the 
old in that it is less visible, stemming from lease arrangements 
and slot allocation procedures. It also affords less protection 
for the consumer given that there is no forum in which they 
can air their views. A return to the past is a second best 
solution, one that trades one set of deadweight welfare losses 
for another. Public policy would be better directed toward 
improving the contestability of the airline markets by ensuring 
that the playing field is level. 

The exact effect of these limitations on contestability is a 
function of the amount of excess capacity at the airports 
involved. Where the airports are highly congested, there will 
be sunk costs of entry because it will be necessary to purchase 
the requisite facilities from incumbents. Thus the direct (cash) 
costs of the entrant will be higher than those of the incumbent. 
It should be noted that economic costs (i.e., the sum of the 
cash costs and imputed costs) will be the same for incumbents 
and new entrants. Where there is substantial excess capacity 
at both airports, the sunk costs of entry would be much less. 

The Question of Sunk Costs 

The question of sunk costs is usually raised with respect to 
potential entrants. However, there is some evidence that, 
during the transition to a deregulated environment, incum
bent carriers may encounter sunk costs that new entrants into 
the industry-not entrants into a particular market in the 
industry-do not face. Meyer and Tye (12, p. 277) note that 
"individual prices seemed to have little to do with the costs 
of individual services." They enumerate choice of aircraft, 
labor contracts, and excess capacity among legacies of the 
regulatory period, which impose sunk costs on incumbents, 
at least in the short run. 

Another relevant sunk cost of incumbents is the liabilities 
built up over time as a result of the use of frequent flyer 
programs as competitive tools . This is an interesting subject, 
although not a well-researched one. Some believe that this 
competitive bonding technique significantly reduces the con
testability of a market (13). Others express growing dismay 
over the programs. Ott reports concern in both the industry 
(14) and accouming groups because esiimales of liabilities run 
up to $1 billion (15, p. 131). Closely related is the question 
as to whether "the industry as a whole has gained any addi
tional passengers as a result of the frequent flyer programs" 
(16). Estimates here vary widely, but analysts agree that the 
contingent liabilities are substantial. One can only conclude 
that incumbents have substantial sunk costs in this area as 
well as others. 

In discussing the issue of sunk costs, two opposing forces 
must be considered. That a new entrant may incur sunk costs 
is obvious. As the previous discussion shows, landing slots or 
internal airport space, or both, must be purchased by new 
entrants from incumbents. There are, however, sunk costs 
that incumbent carriers must bear as well . Most, if not all of 
these, are legacies from the regulatory period. The impact of 
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sunk costs on contestability is presumably the net result when 
these are offset against one another . 

Coursey et al. (17, p. 71) consider contestability in the 
presence of sunk costs. As is customary in the contestability 
literature, they distinguish between fixed and sunk costs, 
defining the latter as costs that "can be avoided by a decision 
not to enter a particular market." In that analysis, entry per
mits (valid for five periods) were required. The cost of these 
was the sunk entry cost in the model. Coursey et al. concluded 
that (17, p. 82-83) 

the effect of an entry cost is to weaken support for the strong 
form of the contestable markets hypothesis ... . (However] 
the disciplining power of market contestability remains impres
sive even where entry cost weakens that power. 

Although generalization from a single analysis is risky, the 
results imply that where the entry barriers are financial in 
nature, a weaker form of the contestability hypothesis remains 
valid. 

Access, Entry, and Rents in Specific Markets 

Artificial entry barriers permit incumbents to earn monopoly 
rents even in deregulated industries. Bailey and Williams (18) 
argue that "local monopoly rents reflect the benefits of sunk 
costs at a strategically located facility." Although they argue 
that these rents arise because of the ability to develop a hub
and-spoke network, the rents appear to be more generalized. 
A central question is the dominance of certain carriers at 
single airport facilities. 

This dominance arises through control of the critical 
groundside and airside facilities at such airports. In other 
words, the rents are not intramarginal, arising from the greater 
efficiency of individual carriers at specific airports. They are 
monopoly rents stemming from the fact that, in the presence 
of airport congestion, control of airport capacity is important. 
It is the possession of landing slots or the requisite airport 
terminal facilities, or both, that generate the economic rent 
for the carrier. It is also this dominance over the airp6rt facility 
that permits the development of the hub-and-spoke system. 
These outcomes will occur regardless of the network config
uration involved. 

Also of relevance in the present discussion is Bailey and 
William's assertion that (18, p. 184) 

deregulation was premised on the ability of local governments, 
which operate the airports, to maintain competitive entry at 
their facilities and on the ability of U.S. antitrust laws to pre
vent full control of an airport by an air carrier. 

Given that the supply curve of airport capacity is not per
fectly elastic, competitive entry into an airport can be accom
plished only through a freely functioning market. That such 
a market does not exist was clear for at least a decade before 
deregulation . Arbitrary administrative allocative mechanisms 
have been used for at least that long. 

The Bailey and Williams argument leans strongly toward 
the position that entry into the industry was to be accom
plished-or at least facilitated-by shifting the problems of 
new entry to local government. Local government would have 
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the responsibility for ensuring that adequate infrastructural 
facilities were available. Other problems were given to the 
U .S. Department of Justice which would ensure that no vio
lations of the antitrust laws occurred. The efficacy of dereg
ulation is a function of the ease of entry. Although it is true 
that entry is free in an administrative sense, it is less than free 
in a practical sense because of the inability of local govern
ment to provide the necessary airport facilities. By extension, 
it also means that it is necessary to focus attention on the 
ability of a new entrant to obtain the requisite airport facilities 
needed to make contestability meaningful. If those facilities 
cannot be obtained directly from the airport , then they must 
be obtained from rival carriers. Because this situation 
strengthens the competitive position of incumbents, it becomes 
necessary to consider the entire question of ease of airport 
entry, and, in particular, the associated mechanisms for the 
allocation of the scarce airport capacity. 

A Look Back 

In the period since Baumol's pathbreaking work on contest
ability , a large number of empirical tests have been com
pleted. Current opinion leans toward the airline markets being 
only partially contestable. One issue that has arisen in exam
ining the literature relates to the nature of the cost data used. 
The appropriate costs for inclusion in such an analysis are 
economic costs-including a variety of imputed costs, for 
example, the value to the incumbent of currently held airport 
capacity. In many of the studies the focus appears to have 
been on accounting costs. 

Runway capacity allocation procedures, as well as use of 
long-term leases of internal airport space, force new entrants 
to incur expenditures not borne by incumbents . To find the 
economic cost to incumbents, the imputed value of such fac
tors must be incorporated into the cost structure (i.e., be 
added to the received accounting costs) . If one is interested 
in the optimal allocation of resources, as in the case of the 
contestability analysis, economic costs rather than accounting 
costs must be employed. If one is interested in increasing the 
efficiency-productive and allocative-of air transportation, 
it is apparent that the contestability of the airline markets 
must be improved. 

IMPROVING MARKET CONTESTABILITY 

Access to the infrastructural facilities required by new entrants 
contesting specific city-pair airline markets is limited. This 
situation offers competitive advantage to carriers already in 
the market, permitting them to earn monopoly rents. Although 
reregulation of the industry is one possible way out of the 
difficulty , it is a nonmarket solution . Before it is adopted, it 
is necessary to decide if there is another solution that would 
permit market forces to allocate available capacity so that the 
contestability of specific markets is improved and deadweight 
losses reduced or eliminated . Auctioning of available capacity 
is one technique that would produce this effect. In the absence 
of existing auctions, it is necessary to simulate the auction 
prices that would emerge. Although, in principle, the process 
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is equally applicable to landing rights and internal airport 
space, only the slot prices are considered in the following 
discussion. 

Auction Mechanism 

The public provision of airports allows riirlines to erirn eco
nomic rents by capturing the available passenger stock. If the 
industry is unregulated, congestion may emerge. The pres
ence of congestion necessitates the establishment of some 
mechanism to allocate the scarce airport capacity. Different 
allocative techniques will, of course, have different impacts 
on incumbents, new entrants, airport revenues, and society 
as a whole. 

Under administrative types of allocation procedures, an 
incumbent carrier typically possesses a number of landing 
slots, and given the usual attitudes toward the disruption of 
the system, is likely to retain most of them in the long-run. 
The airline pays a price for the landing slots determined by 
the airport authorities on the basis of the financial require
ments of the airport and aircraft size and weight. Such a price 
bears no relationship to the value of the slot to the carrier. 
It is this spread between the value of the slot-or any other 
measure of a unit of airport capacity that might be employed 
in an analysis-to the carrier and the price paid for it that 
generates the economic rent for the firm. A new entrant or, 
for that matter, a firm wishing to expand, must purchase a 
slot at a price at least equal to its value to the seller. In the 
extreme, incumbents could forestall entry by refusing any 
offer to purchase though they would not do so under the usual 
assumptions of profit maximization. Existing carriers there
fore have both a competitive and a cost advantage over new 
entrants. The contestability of the market is therefore reduced. 
The introduction of an auction mechanism would place both 
groups on the same competitive footing, enhancing the con
testability of the market in question. 

Preferences for particular slots are related to potential profit, 
which in turn is related to market demand conditions. Conges
tion and the value of specific landing slots are therefore both 
time and location specific. Elsewhere, it is argued that an 
auction mechanism using discriminatory bidding-a system 
in which the highest bidder wins and makes a payment equal 
to the maximum hid of the second highest hidder-is the 
preferred means of dealing with congestion. From an eco
nomic perspective, it is important to deal with the congestion 
issue. Congestion, as is well-known, generates social costs. In 
the absence of peak-load pricing, carriers are able to exter
nalize these social costs and so generate deadweight losses. 
Congestion pricing corrects this distortion, and, from this study's 
perspective at least, an auction mechanism is the easiest means 
by which to implement it. 

However, the auction mechanism is more powerful, and 
more useful, than this. Because of the relationship between 
the desirability of particular slots and their shadow (auction) 
price, it is also the best means of allocating scarce capacity 
so as to increase the contestability of the individual city-pair 
market. It does so by removing one of the impediments to 
the contestability of a market. With the system fully imple
mented, all competitors, actual or potential, would have iden
tical access to airport capacity, and what is more, would have 
that access on the same basis. Thus one of the preconditions 
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for ultra-free entry into a given airline market would be better 
satisfied. 

Toward an Auction Mechanism 

The auction mechanism would function as follows. As an 
initial step, the airline would formulate a draft schedule. This 
would determine the specific landing slots and related airport 
capacity it required. Because the airline is able to estimate 
the contribution that each flight (or perhaps segment) would 
earn, it is possible for it to develop a set of bids for the capacity 
in question. These bids would be submitted in sealed tender 
form. At the appointed time, the bids would be opened by 
the airport authorities, and the bids for each unit of capacity 
would be ranked. The successful bidder would be the carrier 
submitting the highest bid in each instance, and that bidder 
would pay the amount indicated by the second highest bidder. 
In any auction, no one bids against himself, thus, the auction 
price paid is fractionally above that at which the second last 
bidder withdraws. If the carrier was successful in obtaining 
the slots required, it would proceed to complete its schedule. 

It is anticipated that not all carriers will be fully satisfied 
with the outcome of the auction. Inevitably, some carriers 
will have only one of the two slots necessary to provide the 
service on the link. Thus some airlines will have slots that 
they wish to sell whereas others will want to acquire missing 
slots. In all likelihood, a slot aftermarket, similar in nature 
to the over-the-counter stock market, would develop. Once 
transactions in this market have been completed, all carriers 
would be in a position to complete their schedules. 

In principle, the same approach can be followed with respect 
to internal airport facilities such as counter space, lounges, 
and loading gates. In practice, however, it would appear pref
erable to establish bundles of facilities at each airport and to 
auction these packages. The process would be the same as 
described for both the initial auction and for the aftermarket. 

In theory, the auction approach is workable. It deals with 
the congestion problem, and at the same time, increases the 
contestability of the airline markets. The transitional diffi
culties in implementing such a scheme are discussed below. 
Also, the question of the length of time that an airline could 
hold property rights to a slot purchased at auction remains un
answered. The answer here is a function of the frequency of 
the auctioning, and the fraction of slots to be auctioned each 
time. If auctions were to be held twice per year, with, perhaps 
20 percent of the slots being auctioned each time (peak and 
off-peak being considered separately), then the property right 
would extend for a 30-month period. 

Simulating the Auction 

Given the absence of the sort of auction envisaged here, it 
was necessary to develop a simulation model in order to give 
some credence to this discussion. That model consisted of 
four carriers operating different sized aircraft into a single 
congested hub airport from a number of smaller airports. The 
demand was specified in such a way that all of the available 
landing slots at the hub were used, both peak and off-peak. 
A small sample of the results of the simulations is given in 
Table 1. The first line of the table provides the output for the 
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TABLE 1 IMPACT OF ADDITIONAL ENTRY ON SLOT 
VALUES 

Slot Prices ($) Revenues ( x 10) ($) 

Carriers Peak Off-peak Airport TFP" 

4 47,327 2,587 892 2,789 
5 54,822 3,067 1,037 2,599 
6 58,654 3,250 1,107 2 ,480 
7 59,159 3,477 1,127 2 ,402 
8 60,490 3,548 1,152 2,374 

"TFP is the total contribution to profit by all firms taken together. 

four-carrier case, with the fourth carrier employing an aircraft 
of 200 seats. The other three carriers employ aircraft of 50, 
100, and 150 seats, respectively. The carriers were related to 
their aircraft size for analytical tractability . In reality, mixed 
fleets are employed, and the carriers would then differ in 
average aircraft size. All new entrants were deemed to use a 
100-seat aircraft. This size was chosen for the example because 
it was the aircraft that carried the burden of the expansion of 
the industry following deregulation. The slot prices in the 
table are for the period under review, presumably a schedule 
period . Airport and airline revenues net of operating expenses 
are also shown. 

The slot prices for both peak and off-peak approach upper 
bounds asymptotically in this example. That is, the simulated 
auction prices rise by decreasing absolute amounts as the 
number of firms operating at the hub are increased . In other 
words, as the number of participants in the auction increases, 
the fraction of the total rents appropriated by the airport 
authorities through the auction mechanism increases . In the 
four-carrier case, airport revenues constitute 24 percent of 
the sum of airport revenues plus total carrier contributions. 
In the eight-carrier case, the airports earn almost 33 percent 
of that total. Finally, the total contribution to carrier profit 
declines as the number of participants rises. Intuitively, these 
are the outcomes one would expect. 

The simulated auction approach can provide further infor
mation for those concerned about the contestability of the 
airline markets. With the simulated auction prices in hand, 
the simple subtraction of the current landing fee charged from 
that estimate would yield an approximation of the extent of 
the economic rents that are being earned by incumbents because 
of the difficulties of airport access. We would argue that much 
of the rents estimated by Bailey and Williams derive from 
this source (18). The estimated slot auction prices also indicate 
the minimum cash cost disadvantage that would be faced by 
a new entrant wishing to contest the markets at that particular 
airport. 

Implementation 

Because the adoption of the auction mechanism as a means 
of allocating scarce airport capacity would fundamentally alter 
the face of the airline industry, some attention must be devoted 
to the question of implementation. The intent here is to point 
the way, not to provide definitive answers, to all potential 
questions. The objective of developing an implementation 
scheme is to reduce the amount of disruption in the system. 

In the first place, it appears that auctions would have to be 
introduced into the airport system on a gradual basis in order 
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to minimize the extent of disruption to activities by incum
bents. This might be accomplished by phasing in the process 
over a two- or 3-year period. If a 2-year period were chosen, 
a quarter of the slots could be auctioned every 6 months, and 
successful bidders would retain the property rights to their 
slots for a 2-year period. Increasing the length of the phase
in period would reduce the fraction of slots to be auctioned 
each time, and lengthen the duration of the property right as 
well. It should be noted that care must be taken not to reduce 
the fraction too far, for this would defeat the objectives sought 
in the adoption of the auction process. Although a policy of 
gradualism is necessary, it should not be so slow as to defeat 
the policy initiative. 

Second, a phase-in of the process would also allow time for 
adjustments by the incumbent carriers . Over time, they have 
made investments in airport facilities, and these capital assets 
should not simply be appropriated by the airport authorities. 
An alternative would be for the airports to purchase the assets 
at fair market value. 

Third, it may be necessary to permit airlines to bid on 
packages of airport capacity . Landing slots, gates, and related 
facilities are necessary at both airports if a flight is to be 
completed. This is a simple administrative problem in the 
Canadian context because the major airports are all under 
the control of Transport Canada. It may be more of a problem 
in the United States, although aside from fee splitting, no 
real difficulties appear to exist. In fact, the simulation model 
has been extended to a "three-hub" case (19) and works there 
as well. The use of such bundles of airport capacity does 
complicate matters, but does not defeat the auction approach 
as long as aftermarkets are permitted to function freely. 

A fourth problem that is sometimes suggested is the pos
sibility that a large carrier would be able to preclude entry 
(or in the extreme , expel) weaker rivals . The authors in another 
paper in this Record, show that this is an unlikely scenario . 
A final objection is that small communities would suffer under 
such a capacity allocation process. This is admitted as a pos
sibility for the peak period. However, unless the airport in 
question is congested all of the time , off-peak access by such 
communities remains possible. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The contestability of airline markets is severely circumscribed 
by the Jack of open and evenhanded access to critical airport 
facilities. In effect, the allocative techniques used implement 
a new and hidden form of regulation. In place of the require
ment for the showing of public convenience and necessity 
administered by the CAB, one now finds entry control in the 
form of the administrative allocation of airport capacity. This 
approach bestows cost advantages on incumbent carriers, and 
in the extreme, gives them exclusionary power via their con
trol of airport capacity. 

Allocating airport capacity via an auction mechanism is a 
feasible alternative to the formal reregulation of the industry, 
and is preferable to it. Under such an allocative mechanism, 
carriers would be granted short-term, rather than perpetual, 
property rights to airport facilities with a certain fraction 
becoming available for competitive bidding two or three times 
per year. Because it results in fairness, the auction approach 
enhances the contestability of the airline markets. 
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Analysis of Airline and Aircraft 
Safety Posture Using Service 
Difficulty Reports 

ADIB KANAFANI, THEODORE E. KEELER, AND SHASHI K. SATHISAN 

The objective of this paper is to analyze an important aspect 
of the safety po lure of airline · during the years foUowing 
deregulation using service difficulty 1·eporlS (SDRs). Safety 
posture ls mea~'llred by the incidence of serious aircraft service 
difficulties that can be taken as an indication of the potential 
for safety failures. SDRs report aircraft problems encountered 
while in operation. They vary in severity from the mundane 
to the sc.riou . Despite the weaknesses stemming from poten
tially poor reporting, SDRs can be taken as one indicator of 
the effectiveness of an airline's maintenance program and can 
therefore shed some light on safety posture. In explaining safety 
posture, variables used are an airline's maintenance expen
ditures, aircraft fleet composition and age, and cale of oper
ation. We also differentiate between carriers established before 
airline deregulation and new entrants. With the help of sta
tistical analysis on data for the period 1980-1984, we look at 
some of the evidence on airline safely posture as defined. The 
consistent evidence we have suggests that safety posture, as 
indicated by SDRs, is associated with the scale of operations
the rate of seriou SDRs per block hour is likely to increa e 
with exposure (stage length) and decrease with the number of 
departures. The rate of serious SDRs per departure is likely 
to decrease with number of block hours of operations. The 
aging of aircraft, with respect to SD Rs, is significantly different 
for different aircraft size groups-large wide-bodied aircraft 
appear to have a sharper increase in the incidence of SDRs 
with age than do the smaller narrow-bodied aircraft. Further, 
there is also consistent evidence that the incidence of SDRs is 
not any higher for the new entrants than it is for the established 
carriers. 

Airline safety has always received a substantial amount of 
attention from the aviation industry, policy makers, and the 
general public. Concern has increased in the years following 
deregulation of the airlines, and afety has become an impor
tant topic in public debate and mass media coverage. One of 
the key issues being discussed is whether there has been a 
deterioration of safety since airline deregulation. 

The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 has resulted in a 
highly competitive environment and has also permitted the 
entry of many new airline firms into the industry. One of 
the primary concerns has been that these new firms might not 
be able to operate as safely as the more experienced ones. 
One of the main reasons for this concern is that perhaps the 
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new entrants would be more strapped financially and would 
therefore adopt cost-cutting strategies at the expense of safety. 
The main objective of this paper is to analyze one important 
indicator of the safety posture of airlines with specific atten
tion to new entrants. 

Safety Posture 

It is fortunate that aircraft accidents and incidents are rare . 
Nonetheless, accidents, fatalities , and their rates have tradi
tionally been used to analyze safety performance in civil avia
tion. As Figure 1 shows, the rate of incidents of these rare 
events have declined precipitously since the mid-1950s. This 
rarity of events complicates statistical analysis and leaves one 
searching for elusive causal relationships. If the proposition 
is accepted that an aircraft or an airline that experiences a 
high incidence of mechanical difficulties in service may be 
positioned with a higher risk of accidents or incidents, then 
the concept of safety posture can be used as a possible indi
cator of an airline's risk and consequently of safety. But it is 
rather hard to test this proposition because there are not 
enough accidents to yield significant evidence. The analysis 
of safety posture can have important implications for the 
development of preventive safety programs such as mainte
nance or inspection. 

Safety posture is measured by the incidence of service dif
ficulties. These are difficulties encountered while an aircraft 
is in service and usually refer to mechanical problems. They 
are recorded in service difficulty reports (SDR) that are 
assembled by the FAA. SDRs are classified into five severity 
groups ranging from minor , nonthreatening service difficulties 
such as the failure of galley equipment to serious service dif
ficulties that are often life threatening such as in-flight engine 
failure . As indicators of safety posture, all SDRs could be 
examined or only the serious ones. In this study , SDRs with 
the highest two severity levels are classified as "serious" for 
two reasons: 

• Serious and total SDRs are correlated. 
• Serious SDRs are likely to be reported vigilantly . 

There are difficulties involved in using SDRs as numeric 
indicators . One major difficulty is the reporting issue. FAA 
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FIGURE 1 Accident rates of U.S. certificated air carriers. 

regulations require that service difficulties be reported, how
ever, little is done to ensure compliance. Little is known about 
the incidence of noncompliance but the general suspicion is 
that reporting is inadequate (1) . ln using seriou DRs 011.ly 
and in staying with comparative analy i the impact of poor 
data reporting should be minimized. Another difficulty with 
SDR is th.e apparent ambiguity io the cau al relationship 
between maintenance and the detection of service difficulties. 
When aircraft maintenance and inspection is vigilant, detec
tion and reporting of service difficulties is more likely. If thi 
is true , then the higher incidence of SD Rs may be representing 
a higher level of igilance and c n equently a better afety 
posture. To prove rhis as umpti.on would require an in-depth 
analysi of tbe re lationship between SOR and maintenance 
expenditures and procedures. uch an analysis is outside tbe 
scope of thi study but ha been reported elsewhere (2) . 
Research suggests that the relationship between maintenance 
expenditures and SDR rates is elusive, and that other indi
cators of maintenance practice need to be analyzed. In this 
study, the focus on serious SD Rs is a lso an attempt to get at 
an indication of safety posture that transcends this possible 
ambiguity. It is hard to b Ii ve rhac a higher incidence of 
serious, life-threatening SDRs does not reflect a deteriorating 
safety po. ture, regardless of the maintenance practices. 

Previous work is reviewed, factor · believed to affect air 
carrier safety posture are discussed, and results of the statis
tical analy. is of the SD Rs are presented. To analyze safety 
posture, propositions are made about lhe following factors in 
the causal chain: 

• Aircraft fleet composition and age, 
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• Scale of operation and route network characteristics, and 
• Airline operating structure and size. 

PREVIOUS WORK 

A debate has been sparked regarding the expected safety of 
the airline system after deregulation. The economic compe
tition introduced by deregulation has forced the industry to 
incrca e productivity and efficiency. Increased productivity 
and efficien y have resulted in pressures to reduce operating 
costs. Maintenance which is a ubstantial proportion of an 
airline's operating costs, may be jeopardized in some airline's 
cost cutting efforts. In an era of intense competition, new 
carriers cou ld have a weaker financial p sture than established 
carriers. It has been argued that this represents added pressure 
to take cost-saving shortcuts on maintenance. 

On the other hand, as Kanafani and Keeler (3) point out, 
the new entrants should have a strong incentive to maintain 
good records to build a safety reputati n. A serious accident 
is likely to be more detrimental to the reputation of a new 
carrier than to an established carrier. Consequently, new 
entrants can be expected to devote more of their resources 
to afety. 

Although there are two sides to the argument regarding the 
expected ·afety posture of IH~\ entrant , very little empirical 
evidence has been produced. Work that sheds indirect light 
on the argu ment deals with the relation hip between afery 
performance and financial health of an airline. Graham and 
Bowe ( 4) investigate the link between a firm's financial con
dition and it accident rates maintenance exp nditure , and 
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service complaints. The relationship between profitability and 
accidents is analyzed by Golbe (5) who shows that the finan
cial strength of a carrier does not have an effect on its pro
pensity for accidents. Rose (6) investigates the relationship 
between accident rates and financial performance of air car
riers, and finds that on an aggregate level, lower operating 
profit margins do not imply higher accident rates. Oster and 
Zorn (7) find that the new commuter air carriers have slightly 
higher accident rates in that category. 

However, these studies address only the accident rates rather 
than safety posture. Advanced Technology (8) analyzes the 
bivariate correlations between financial measures and a car
rier's inspection ratings in the FAA's National Air Trans
portation Inspection (NA TI) program of 1984 and finds a clear 
correlation between financial posture and safety posture. 
Kanafani and Keeler (3) find essentially no difference between 
the safety records of new entrants and established carriers 
using accident rates, near mid-air collisions (NMACs) , NATI 
performance, and maintenance expenditures. Recent research 
on SD Rs, reveals economies of scale of operations associated 
with safety posture, making the larger carriers appear better 
positioned in terms of safety, but the actual posture of new 
carriers may be better than that of the established carriers . 

INFLUENCES ON AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
POSTURE 

Aircraft safety ultimately depends on aircraft maintainance. 
An airline's maintenance activities and expenditures are 
dependent on many important factors such as age and com
position of the aircraft fleet, scale of operations, and operating 
structure and size. All of these factors influence an airline's 
maintenance policy, its level of maintenance expenditures , 
and potentially its safety posture. This study postulates some 
relationship between these factors and the incidence and severity 
of SDRs. Using a data base for 1980-1984, these postulates 
are tested statistically. 

It is expected that older aircraft would require a greater 
level of maintenance activity as various components age. To 
corroborate this empirically requires care in evaluating main
tenance expenditures. As aircraft age and amortize, an airline 
is less likely to pay for nonessential maintenance such as seats , 
walls, and so forth. Therefore, the statistics might show a 
reduction of maintenance expenditures with age for some 
aircraft types . It is also expected that older aircraft would 
experience a higher rate of SDRs than newer aircraft of the 
same type. A question to be resolved empirically is whether 
this is always the case or whether maintenance expenditures 
do neutralize the effect of age. The composition of a carrier's 
aircraft fleet is another factor that could influence its main
tenance activity and SDR performance. This study explores 
how different aircraft types, and maintainenance expenditures 
for each type, affect the results . 

in order to account for any possible economies of scale 
involved with the maintenance activity, the scale of operations 
is considered. Scale effect can stem from the exposure of 
aircraft that fly longer hours or engage in more frequent oper
ations. Also, scale effect can stem from the size of an airline's 
flight operations or maintenance program. The number of 
departures and the number of flight hours are appropriate 
indicators of the scale of operations of the specific aircraft 
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type. The average stage length tells something about the route 
network of the carrier, and it is inversely proportional to 
departures for a given number of flight hours . For any given 
aircraft type, these output indicators reflect the effect of expo
sure, but another measure is needed to account for the size 
of the airline itself. An airline structure indicator, in the form 
of an overall airline size stratifier, is postulated. Finally, to 
permit comparison among airlines and aircraft types, SDR 
rates based on departures and flight hours are studied. 

The incidence of SDRs varies widely among aircraft types 
and airlines. Some of these variations are shown in Figure 2 
for the DC-9 and in Figure 3 for the B-7 4 7 aircraft. The wide
bodied B-747 aircraft report a significantly higher rate of SD Rs 
than the narrow-bodied DC-9 aircraft. These figures also sug
gest that the relationship between aircraft age the incidence 
of SDRs is not clear, implying that age alone does not have 
a specific influence on the incidence of SDRs. The effect of 
age is probably compounded with the effect of other factors . 
As is discussed later, the results of the statistical analysis 
suggest age as a significant factor, but show that other factors 
and interactions are also important. 

DATA, ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The SDR data are compiled by the FAA. The analysis period, 
namely 1980-1984, was chosen to examine a period suffi
ciently close to the start of deregulation in 1978, yet far enough 
away to provide some time for the carriers to make adjust
ments to their new operating environment and for some new 
carriers to establish themselves in the market. The latest year 
for which complete data were available at the start of this 
research was 1984. 

The data on flight hours and average stage length are as 
reported in the Aircraft Operating Cost and Pelformance Report 
published by the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT). 
The number of departures is derived by using average air
borne speed, average stage length, a·nd number of airborne 
hours of operations. The financial data on maintenance 
expenditures are also obtained from the same source. The 
aircraft fleet age data were obtained from the Inventory and 
Age of Aircraft: Majors and Short-Haul Nationals published 
by the Civil Aeronautics Board. Additional information on 
aircraft fleet composition and age was obtained from the 
Avmark Database. The pooled cross section and time series 
data set , with one observation per aircraft type per carrier 
per year, contains 274 observations. 

The data include the "majors" and the "nationals" of the 
U.S . air carriers operating during 1980-1984. The Hawaiian 
and Alaskan carriers were not included in the data panel 
because of the significant difference in their operating envi
ronment . The classification of the carriers as new entrants 
follows Kanafani and Keeler (3). As justified there, Conti
nental and Braniff are classified as new entrants following 
their reorganizations; Pacific Southwest Airlines is classified 
as an established carrier and Southwest Airlines is classified 
as a new entrant. 

The ·airlines are also stratified into five groups (Table 1) 
based on their size and organizational structure. Group 1 is 
made up of the largest airlines, and the inclusion of Eastern 
Airlines in Group 2 was intended to keep the Texas Air group 
together, although they were not consolidated during the study 
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FIGURE 2 Rate of serious SDRs versus aircraft age for narrow-bodied aircraft (DC-9). 

period. Similarly, the airlines comprising the current USAir 
group have been lumped together in Group 3. As a result, 
Northwest Airlines falls in Group 4 even though it would have 
been in a group with larger carriers had the classification been 
based solely on size. Group 5 is made up of airlines that are 
more regional in nature . There is a certain degree of arbi
trariness involved in the study's classification scheme. 

Variations of the same aircraft model are combined to form 
one aircraft group. For example, DC-10-10, DC-10-30, DC-

10-40-which are all variations of the DC-10 aircraft model
are put together in the aircraft group DC-10. This resulted 
in seven different aircraft groups in the data set: B-727-100, 
B-727-200, B-737-200, B-747, DC-9, DC-10, and MD-80. The 
B-757 and B-767 aircraft have not been included in the anal
ysis because they had just been introduced to the air trans
portation industry. 

The variation of age, maintenance expenditure per block 
hour, stage length, and rate of serious SDRs for the seven 
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FIGURE 3 Rate of serious SDRs versus aircraft age for wide-bodied aircraft (B-747). 

groups of aircraft are given in Table 2. These are the average 
values for the entire data set from 1980 to 1984. It can be 
observed from the table that large wide-bodied aircraft such 
as the B-747 and the DC-10 appear to have significantly dif
ferent operating characteristics compared with the other types 
of aircraft. These wide-bodied aircraft have longer lengths of 
haul, higher rates of serious SD Rs, and greater maintenance 
expenditures per block hour. Further, the SDR rate per 

departure for these wide-bodied aircraft are much higher than 
the SDR rate per block hour when compared with the other 
aircraft groups. This could be the result of the higher number 
of block hours per departure (the longer stage lengths for 
these aircraft), suggesting the presence of some nonlinear 
"exposure" factor related to flight hours. This analysis uses 
the rate of serious SD Rs per 100,000 block hours as well the 
serious SDR rate per 100,000 departures. The variables are 
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TABLE 1 AIRLINE GROUPS BY SIZE AND ORGANIZATION 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 

American Continental Piedmont Northwest Ai real 

Delta Eastern PSA 

TWA Texas Int'l USA 

United Panam Western 

Braniff 

two different rates of serious SDRs. The variables discussed 
in the previous section are to be used as explanatory variables. 

The SDR models are then specified in multiplicative form 
to allow for interaction among factors as follows: 

(SDR/Blkhr) = e•0* NEWENT"1* DEPS•2* STGL"3* 

AG7271"4* AG7272•5* AG737J•6 

GROUP1"10* GROUP2° 11 

* GROUPJ•12* GROUP4• 13 

A logarithmic transformation is then applied to permit simple 
statistical estimations: 

Ln(SDR/Blkhr) = a0 + a1 Ln(NEWENT) 

+ a, Ln(DEPS) + a~ Ln(STGL) + a4Ln(AG7271) 

+ a5 Ln(AG7272) + a6 Ln(AG7371) + a7 Ln(AG747) 

+ a8 Ln(AGDCJO) + a9 Ln(AGDC9) 

+ a10 Ln(GROUPJ) + a11 Ln(GROUP2) 

+ a12 Ln(GROUP3) + a13 Ln(GROUP4) 

Ozark Air Florida 

Republic Frontier 

Southwest 

where 

SDR/Blkhr = serious SDRs per 100,000 block hours, 
SDR/Dep = serious SDRs per 100,000 departures, 

NEWENT = (e0 ,e1) dummy variable for new entrants, 
DEPS = number of departures (in 1,000s), 

BLKHRS = number of block hours (in l,OOOs), 
STGL = average stage length (in miles), 

AGxxxx = average age of aircraft group "xxxx" (in 
years), and 

GROUPy = airline Group "y"-(e0 ,e1
) dummy 

variable. 

This specification is to estimate the serious SDR rate per 
100,000 block hours. Similarly, in the mode for the serious 
SDR rate per 100,000 departures the independent variable 
for the block hours is to be used in place of the variable for 
the number of departures. 
The AGxxxx variables are defined as 

AGxxxx = AGE if Aircraft Group = xxxx 

= e0 = 1 otherwise. 

This enables the capture of the interaction of the age of the 
aircraft groups with the rate of SD Rs. An identical approach 
is adopted for defining the GROUPy variables also. In addi-

TABLE 2 AIRCRAFT OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS: SDR ANALYSIS : 1980-1984 

Aircrafi Age !"Ia int. C" ....... ,.. Deps Block SDRs/100,000 ~l<l!;~ 

Group Exp. Length Hours BlkHrs Deps 
Years $/BkHr Miles 1 OOO's 1 OOO's 

B-727-100 16.00 117.02 580 29.9 51.9 14.41 20.15 

B-727-200 7.02 87.70 620 81.9 137.7 13.37 20.46 

B-737-200 7.77 99.68 354 85.0 93.5 16.09 17.92 

B-747 9.09 305.20 2056 4.2 18.9 63.89 267.51 

DC-9 11.47 95.53 374 86.6 99.0 11.11 12.64 

DC-IO 7.69 233.04 1449 19.2 60.8 14.72 49.60 

MD-80 0.88 48.88 605 20.4 30.1 14.37 21.34 
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tion, the logarithmic transformation of the rates of SD Rs are 
modified and computed as follows: 

and 

SDR!Blkhr = SDRl[(BLKHRS * 1,000)/100,000] 

SDR!Dep = SDRl[(DEPS * 1,000)/100,000] 

Ln (SDR!Blkhr) = Ln [{(SDR!Blkhr) + 2}] 

Ln (SDR!Dep) = Ln [{(SDR!Dep) + 2}] 

This is equivalent to increasing the SDR rate by two uniformly 
across the data set. This has been adopted to ensure that there 
would be no negative values fo r the SDR rate~ after the log
arithmic tran formation and is necessary because the actual 
SDR rate is less than unity for some observations. 

To analyze safety posture a total of eight alternat ive spec
ifications- four for the SDR rate per block hour and four for 
the SDR rate per departure-are presented. In the first model, 
the rate of SDRs are explained by using NEWENT, DEPS, 
andAGxxxx as explanatory variables. The NEWENTvariable 
allows us to measure whether new entrants have a safety 
posture that is significantly different from the established air
lines as evidenced by the SDRs . Accordingly, the variable 
NEW ENT takes on a value equal to e1 for the new entrant 
airlines and e0 otherwise. 

In the second model, GROUPy variables are included to 
ob erve the variation of the DRs with the size and organi
zation of the airlines. The STGL variable is introduced in the 
thi rd specification wherever the GROUPy variables are dropped 
from the second model , in order to determine the influence 
of stage length on the rate of SD Rs. Finally, the fourth model 
includes all the explanatory variables used in the first three 
models. 

The results of the analysis for the SD Rs per block hour are 
given in Table 3 and those for the SDRs per departure are 
given in Table 4. They are notable on several counts. First , 
the coefficients of the dummy variable for new entrants are 
consisten tly negative and are always ignificant. This ·uggest 
that the afety posture of the new entrant is if anything, 
better than that of the established carriers. econd , the c ef
ficients of departures and block hours in the respective models 
are always negative and very significant. When specified in 
conjunction with the stage length variable, the variable for 
departures is probably capturing the scale effects in the models 
for SDRs per block hour while the stage length accounts for 
the exposure effect. Thus, air carriers with a greater num
ber of departures of a particular aircraft are likely to have a 
lower than average "rate" of seriou SDRs. Because stage 
length is an inverse measure of exposure in ch· case, the 
negative sign of ii. coefficient is to be expected. Stage length 
does not appear to be significant in the model for SDR per 
departure probably because departur have already been 
normalized. If any, the coefficient of stage length i expected 
to have a positive sign because for a given number of depar
tures, the number of hour per flight and a direct relation to 
stage length , is a measure of the exposure. So the negative 
sign of the coefficient in the third model is conrrary to the 
study's expectations wherea in the fourth model th c ef
ficient of stage length is not significant, which is what was 
expected. 
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TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF SDR/BLKHR ANALYSIS 
U<:penuen1 vanau1c::: -' ·~ ,. nf 

Independent Estimates of the Coefficients for 
Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Constant 2.941 2.924 10.355 8.763 
1256 10.38 8.32 5.70 

NEWENT -0.376 -0.350 -0.302 -0.357 
-2.35 -1.95 -2.00 -2.04 

DEPS -0.211 -0.146 -0.287 -0.238 
-3.53 -2.42 -4.99 -3.75 

STGL -- . - -1.134 -0.892 
-6.05 -3.86 

AG7271 -0.040 0.038 -0.043 -0.011 
-0.50 0.46 -0.57 -0.13 

AG7272 0.187 0.254 0.266 0.276 
1.67 2.20 2.51 2.45 

AG7372 0.311 0.281 0.113 0.143 
2.66 2.47 0.99 1.23 

AG747 0.418 0.615 0.943 0.925 
4.11 5.74 Z31 7.02 

AGDClO 0.101 0.261 0.525 0.513 
0.96 2.36 4.32 4.07 

AGDC9 0.125 0.170 -0.034 0.024 
1.33 1.72 -0.37 0.23 

GROUP! -- -0.710 - - -0.333 
-2.85 -1.27 

GROUP2 . - -0.449 - - -0.152 
-1.74 -0.58 

GROUP3 -- 0.244 - - 0.164 
0.92 0.63 

GROUP4 -- -0.356 - - -0.234 
-1.43 -0.96 

If-Square 0.265 0.333 0.354 0.369 
Adj. R-Sq. 0.243 0.302 0.332 0.338 
F-Statistic 12.0 10.9 16.2 11.8 

Deg. of Freedom 266 262 265 261 

NoTE: The t-statistics are presented below .the coefficients. 

Third, the variables used to account for the age of the 
different aircraft types present an interesting picture. From 
our attempts to arrive at a proper model specification, age 
and aircraft types were both observed to be very significant 
factors influencing the rate of SDRs. The interaction terms 
for the age of the aircraft groups were introduced in order to 
capture the aging process of the different aircraft groups. The 
coefficients of the variables representing B-747, DC-10, and 
B-727-200 are always positive and very significant. Among 
these three aircraft groups, the coefficients decrease in their 
order of magnitude and also in their level of significance in 
the order B-747, DC-10, and B-727-200. Note that this order 
suggests that the larger wide-bodied aircraft experience a 
greater-than-average increase of their SDR rates as they age. 
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TABLE 4 SUMMARY OF SOR/OEP ANALYSIS 
ucpcnuem vanau1c: ~ut<Juep 

Independent Estimates of the Coefficients for 
Variable Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Constant 3.581 3.478 6.337 5.026 
12.87 10.20 4.6fJ 3.05 

NEWENT -0.392 -0.417 -0.345 -0.414 
-2.27 -2.06 -1.99 -2.05 

BLKHRS -0.284 -0.218 -0.281 -0.230 
-4.27 -3.00 -4.26 -3.12 

STOL - - -- -0.433 -0.240 
-2.07 -0.96 

AG7271 -0.046 -0.009 -0.056 -0.027 
-0.52 -0.10 -0.64 -0.28 

AG7272 0.2% 0.308 0.297 0.302 
2.24 2.20 2.44 2.33 

AG7372 0.224 0.197 0.122 0.148 
1.82 1.59 0.93 1.11 

AG747 0.937 1.042 1.153 1.136 
8.90 9.03 7.79 7.50 

AGDClO 0.479 0.554 0.636 0.623 
4.06 4.41 4.55 4.30 

AGDC9 0.052 0.071 -0.031 0.020 
0.52 0.6fJ -0.30 0.17 

GROUP I -- -0.432 - - -0.330 
-1.53 -1.10 

GROUP2 -- -0.214 - - -0.126 
-0.74 -0.42 

GROUP3 - - 0.179 -- 0.161 
0.60 0.54 

GROUP4 -- -0.274 - - -0.237 
-0.99 -0.84 

R-Square 0.485 0.500 0.493 0.502 

Adj. R-Sq. 0.470 0.478 0.476 0.477 
F-Statistic 31.3 21.9 28.7 20.3 

Deg. of Freedom 266 262 265 261 

NoTE: The t-stalistics are presented below the coefficients. 

This may be because these aircraft have three or four engines 
and that many of the serious SD Rs related to the maintenance 
of engines. The larger aircraft appear to have a faster aging 
process than the smaller ones, at least as far as safety posture 
and serious SDRs are concerned. 

Fourth, the variables for the size and organizational char
acteristics of the airlines only result in a marginal improve
ment of the explanatory power of the models. The airlines 
represented by GROUP I, the largest four, are consistently 
better than the rest of the airlines although the coefficients 
are not very significant. Also, the GROUP3 airlines are con
sistently worse, and once again the coefficients are not very 
significant. This suggests that there are differences between 
the airlines. This relates to the structure of the organization 
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of each airline and its management. It is difficult to quantify 
this a ·pect of airline operation and consequently , it is difficult 
to capture all the differences between airlines in the model . 
Perhap , difference in safety perfom1ance among airlin · should 
be explained by researching the underlying differences in 
organizational and managemenr st ructure. Quantitative 
empirical work of th type presented here is unlikely to hed 
much light on these difference. although ii does certainly 
point to their existence and significance. 

Fifth, the analy is explains the rate of SD Rs per departure 
better than the rate of SDRs per block hour as can be seen 
from the R2 values . Maintenance problems related to fatigue 
of the airframe and aircraft components depend more on the 
number of cycles of operations p rformed than on the number 
of hour of operation. On rh other hand corro ion problems 
relate more directly to the age of the aircraft and environ
mental conditions. Perhaps it is the number of cycles of oper
ation that is more significant for aircraft maintenance. This 
analysis suggests that SDR per departure may be a better 
measure of the safety po ture from a maintenance point of 
view. 

The coefficients of determination, R2
, varies from 0.27 to 

0.50 and the F-statistics indicate significant results. Thus, the 
underlying factors that appear to be influencing airline safety 
posture can be explained in part. 

An unexpected re ult is that the inclusion of maintenance 
expenditure in the models does not improve the explanatory 
power. Maintenance expenditure was seen to be strongly cor
related to the rate of SD Rs, but there appear · to be oth r 
exogenous forces involved in the cau al link between main
tenance expenditures and the rate of SDRs. The exact nature 
of the causal relationship is not clear-is the maintenance 
expenditure dependant on the SDRs or are the SD Rs depen
dant on the maintenance expenditure? Using the maintenance 
expenditure that is lagged over a time period may help shed 
more light on the nature of the causality of the relationship 
between these variables. Anotl1er fac tor that might be impor
tant is the utilization rate of aircraft and equipment. 

The airlines have been classified into groups with a certain 
degree of arbitrariness. 'Techniques such as factor analysis 
may be useful in arriving at a classification that is more rational 
a11d meaningful. hese are area of furrJ1er research that are 
suggested from this analysis . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The consistent evidence from this study suggests that there 
are some scale economies in favor of safety posture, as indi
cated by the SDRs. The evidence suggests that the rate of 
serious SDRs per block hour is likely to increase with expo
sure (stage length) and decrease with the number of depar
tures. The rate of erious SDRs per departure is likely to 
decrease with number of block nours ot operations. Another 
important piece of evidence is that the increased incidence of 
SDRs with age is significantly different among the different 
aircraft types. In general, large wide-bodied aircraft appear 
to have less tolerance to age than smaller aircraft. 

Further, there is no evidence that the safety posture of new 
entrants is any better or worse than that of the established 
carriers. This can be taken to mean that if deregulation has 
increased the entry of new air carriers into the air transpor-
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tation market, then by doing so it has not adversely influenced 
aircraft safety. On the contrary, one might go as far as infer
ring from these results that the smaller aircraft typically oper
ated by new entrants are , if anything , safer than the rest of 
the fleet. However , given the difficulties of the data base that 
were discussed earlier in this paper, a strong statement cannot 
be made one way or the other. Besides, the analysis does not 
consider other factors such as airspace conge tion that may 
have been affected and that may have a relation to safety . 

The factors included in this analysis are by no means 
exhaustive and there remain a number of factors and issues 
to be studied more closely. Some of these are network char
acteristics, aircraft and equipment utilization rates , and airline 
organizational structure and management practices. Quanti
fication of the organizational structure and management of 
the airlines poses problems, but there is some indication that 
these may be particularly important factors influencing the 
safety posture. 
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Estimating Practical Maximum Flight 
Hours for General Aviation 
Turboprop and Jet Aircraft 

GERALDS. McDouGALL AND DONG W. CHo 

A production relation linking total Oight hours to size of the 
general aviation fleet is used to derive a nonlinear model 
explaining average Oight hours per plane per year. The model 
includes parameters measuring the effect of relative operating 
costs and corporate profits, as well as a parameter measuring 
the maximum practical Oight hours from an aircraft. An esti
mate of maximum practical Oight hours is useful information 
for aircraft manufacturers in developing marketing strategies 
and for aircraft operators in making purchase decisions and 
in planning fleet expansion. Model parameters explaining aver
age Oight hours for general aviation turboprop and jet aircraft 
are estimated over annual data from 1969 through 1985. As 
expected, relative operating costs are negatively related to 
average flight hours and corporate profits are positively related 
to average flight hours. Practical maximum flight hours are 
estimated to be approximately 1,055 hr per year for general 
aviation turboprop aircraft and approximately 900 hr per year 
for general aviation jet aircraft. These values are approxi
mately twice the mean average hours Down and several hundred 
flight hours above the maximum average hours observed for 
these type of aircraft over the sample period. However, the 
estimated values are consistent with use observed among oper
ators of general aviation turbine aircraft with sufficiently large 
facilities and staff to support intensive aircraft operations. 

Knowledge about the practical maximum flight hours avail
able from a general aviation turboprop or jet aircraft is impor
tant to both aircraft owners and aircraft manufacturers. A 
potential aircraft owner requires information about the prac
tical constraints on aircraft use to evaluate the possible ben
efits of ownership. Businesses with one aircraft and corporate 
operators of 1nultiple aircraft, require information on maxi
mum flight hours to plan fleet expansion and enhancement. 
Manufacturers also require accurate information on maximum 
flight hours to market their general aviation products properly 
and effectively. 

This study presents statistically derived estimates of max
imum flight hours for general aviation turboprop and jet air
craft based on calculated average flight hours per plane. Given 
the difficulties in deriving meaningful estimates for maximum 
flight hours, it is prudent to compare the study's methods and 
results with estimates derived using other methods. For exam
ple, this study's results might be compared with estimates 

G. S. McDougall and D . W. Cho , Institute for Aviation Research , 
The Wichita State University, Wichita, Kans. 67208. 

based on analysis of the engineering and design characteristics 
of general aviation aircraft. 

Estimates derived using statistical methods applied to actual 
flight hours have the advantage of implicitly accounting for 
not only the engineering and design characteristics of an air
craft but also many, if not all, of the other nonengineering 
factors that influence or constrain aircraft operation. For 
example, an engineering analysis of maximum flight hours 
available from an aircraft may be completed under the 
assumption of ideal flight conditions, and ignoring flight delays 
associated with tower workloads and congested airports. Pre
sumably, in an aggregated way, an estimate based on actual 
flight hours will reflect these kinds of nonengineering imped
iments that help determine the limits on aircraft operation. 
The estimates presented are best interpreted as statements 
about the practical limits on aircraft operation. 

The conceptual framework, data, and empirical results for 
the statistical approach to estimating maximum flight hours 
are summarized below. 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The foundation for this study is the production relation linking 
reported total flight hours to the size of the general aviation 
fleet: 

TFH = ex MFH FLT (1) 

Equation 1 simply states that total flight hours, TFH, is 
determined by the size of the aircraft fleet, FLT, the maxi
mum flight hours avaiiable from a single aircraft, lv!FH, aml 
the average aircraft utilization rate, ex. For brevity, notation 
identifying different types of aircraft has not been included. 
If data were available it would be desirable to analyze this 
production relation using data disaggregated both by type of 
aircraft and use (e.g., general aviation turboprop aircraft in 
executive use) . Unfortunately, sufficiently long data series are 
not available to undertake such analysis. Therefore, the results 
presented below distinguish between turboprop and jet air
craft type only. 

To simplify the right-hand side of the relation it is conve
nient to rearrange this expression in terms of average flight 
hours per plane, AFH. Dividing through Equation 1 by size 
of the fleet, FLT, yields: 

TFHIFLT = AFH = a.MFR (2) 
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Equation 2 includes, on the left-hand side, average flight hours, 
which is measurable . On the right-hand side is the production 
parameter MFH, which is unobservable, as well as the average 
utilization rate, ex, the value of which is determined by the 
aircraft utilization function. Ideally the utilization function 
would include factors related to substitute commecial air ser
vices (e.g. , variables measuring the amount of commuter air 
traffic or the number of scheduled commuter air flights). 
Unfortunately, sufficient data over these variables are not 
available. Nonetheless, a previous study (1) has shown that 
aircraft utilization is related to relative operating costs (ROP) 
of general aviation aircraft and corporate profits, PRFT. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the following logistic 
utilization function explains the average aircraft utilization 
rate: 

ex = 1/(1 + exp(8 + f,3ROP + TPRFT)) (3) 

where 8, (3 , and Tare unknown utilization parameters. Though 
values are unknown, (3 is expected to be positive and T neg
ative as an increase in ROP should reduce ex while an increase 
in PRFT should increase ex. A logistic specification is selected 
for the utilization function because it imposes an S-shape on 
the relationship between the utilization rate and the various 
explanatory or independent variables. 

A stylized utilization function is shown in Figure 1 under 
the assumption that (3 is positive. The figure shows that the 
utilization rate is bounded between 0 and 1, and that it is 
inversely and nonlinearly related to relative operating costs. 
Over the intermediate range for this relationship (segment a, 
b) the utilization rate is sensitive to changes in operating costs. 
When operating costs are very low or very high , however, 
the utilization rate is relatively insensitive to changes in oper
ating costs . The latter is represented by the relatively flat 
portions of the utilization curve on the the left of point "a" 
and to the right of point "b". 

Substituting Equation 3 into Equation 2 gives the relation
ship explaining aircraft average flight hours . 

AFH = 1/(1 + exp(B + (3ROP + TPRFT))MFH 

= MFHl(l + exp(8 + (3ROP + -rPRFT)) 
(4) 

Assuming (3 is positive, the utilization rate increases as 
operating costs decline (see Figure 2). This in turn increases 

Utilization 
Rate 

0.0 
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average flight hours. In the extreme, operating co t · may 
decline lo the point where the practi.cal limits on aircraft oper
ation are approached-AFR nearly equals MFH. Equation 
4 is an interesting algebraic expression for average aircraft 
use because maximum flight hours , MFH, enters the numer
ator as an unknown parameter. 

Using data on average flight hours, relative operating costs 
and corporate profits, unknown parameters, including max
imum practical flight hours , MFH, in Equation 4 are estimated 
using nonlinear estimation techniques. 

DATA 

Average flight hours for turboprop , AVTUHR and jet , 
A VJ ETH aircraft can be calculated using annual data on total 
flight hours and fleet size reported by the FAA in the Statis
tical Handbook of Aviation. Though a comprehensive meas
ure of relative operating costs is not available, a previous study 
(1) has shown that a reasonable p roxy measure for these is 
the ratio of the price of general aviation je t fuel to the price 
of a commercial air flight ROP. The former is availabl from 
Fuel Price/Supply Survey published by the Aircraft Owners 
and Pilots Association. The price of a commercial air flight 
i measured by the average pas enger per mile rate reported 
by the FAA and publi hed in the 111/istical Abstm ts of the 
United tates. Two mea ure for corporate profit are consid· 
ered. After-tax corporate profits, PRFT, is from the U .S. 
Department of Commerce, Business Conditions Digest. This 
is a broad measure of business activity and the capacity to 
purchase and use general aviation aircraft for business pur
p ' e . A narrower measure is after-tax profits for the petro
l um and coal products sector, PRFIO, taken from the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business. This 
measure reflects the importance or the oil and ga industry 
as a submarkel for general aviatl n aircraft; especially tur
boprop aircraft. Summary tatistic a re given in Table 1, cov
ering the period 1969-1985. 

ESTIMATES 

Equation 4 was estimated using these data for turboprop and 
jet aircraft. Complete single equation results are summarized 

Operating Costs 

FIGURE 1 The utilization rate and operating costs. 
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FIGURE 2 Aircraft operation and operating costs. 

in Table 2 with estimates for practical maximum flight hours 
repeated in Table 3 for ease of reference. In each table, esti
mates under the broad measure of corporate profits are sum
marized in columns 1 and 2, respectively. Columns 3 and 4 
present estimales when profits for the petroleum and coal 
products sector i used . Before di ·cu ing the specific esti
mates for maximum flight hou1 some general comment about 
these estimated models are in order (see Table 2). The explan
atory power of the mod Is is relatively high suggesting this 
modeling approach i a reasonable attempt to explain aircraft 
use. For the turboprop model the R 2 value are 0.75 and 
0. 79, respectively. For the jet models the R 2 values are 0.59 
and 0.60, respectively. It can be concluded that changes in 
relative operating costs and corporate profits explain a rela
tively large portion of the variation in average aircraft use. 
For both types of aircraft the model with after-tax profit from 
the petroleum and coal products sector performs slightly bet
ter in terms of explanatory power or statistical fit. 

The estimated coefficients for ROP and PRFT, though not 
statistically significant, have the expected algebraic sign: an 
increase in ROP is associated with a decrease in the utilization 
rate, o:, and, therefore, average flight hours, AFH. As expected, 
an increase in corporate profits (measured either by PRFT or 
PRFTO) is associated with an increase in the utilization rate 
and average flight hours. 

Referring to Table 3, the estimated practical maximum flight 
homs for turboprop aircraft is approximately 1,050 hr per 
year. Estimated practical maximum flight hours for general 
aviation jet ai rcraft is somewhat lower-approximately 900 
hr per year. These estimate are robust to change in the 
definition of corporate profits, and they appear reasonable 
given the summary statistics in Table 1. Each of the upper 

TABLE 1 SUMMARY STATISTICS 

practical limits on aircraft operation is approximately twice 
the re pective mean value for average hour flown and several 
hundred flight hour above the maximum value observed over 
the sample period. It appears that these estimates ar con
sistent with the use observed among operators with large facil
ities and suppmt staff. 

he data used to derive these estimates is aggregate flight 
information drawn from a diverse set of flight operations, 
including executive u e , general busin ss use, commercial and 
aerial application use, and even some personal use. A uch , 
tbese estimated upper limits are best interpreted as practical 
limits over the entire set of uses for general aviation turboprop 
and jet aircraft. It would not be surprising to find an aircraft 
used in some very specific and narrow manner exceeding these 
limits, and it is expected that Lhe estimates presented earlier 
are Jes than values derived trom studying only lhe engi
neering and design characteristics of general aviation aircraft. 
Nonetheless, the estimates provide some guidance concerning 
the capacity of general aviation turboprop and jet aircraft in 
providing a variety of general aviation air tran portation 
services. 

SUMMARY 

A production model linking total flight hours to fleet size and 
the average utilization rate is used to derive a statistical model 
explaining average flight h ur per plane. The model inciudes, 
a a production parameter, the maximum flight hours avai l
able from an aircraft. The unknown parameter , including 
one representing maximum flight hours, are estimated using 
nonlinear estimation techniques applied to data on average 

Variable Mean Standard Deviation Maximum Minimum 

AVTUHR• S28 88 66S 384 
AVJETH• 4S2 SS S16 362 
ROP 1.04 0.3 1.64 0.6S 
PRFP lSO 3S 217 100 
PRFfO• 66 20 101 40 

'Values rounded to nearest unit. 
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TABLE 2 ESTIMATED UTILIZATION FUNCTION 

Standard 2 Standard 3 Standard 4 Standard 
Turboprops Error Jets Error Turboprops Error Jets Error 

Maximum flight hours 
(MFH) 1,055 3,375 904 2,869 1,055 1,803 904 2,321 

Relative operative 
costs (ROP) 0.849 2.633 0.437 1.284 0.913 1.461 0.546 1.321 

Corporate profits 
(PRFT) -0.0001 0.002 -0.003 0.010 -0.003 0.004 - 0.006 O.o!5 

Ri 0.75 0.59 0.79 0.60 

NOTE: Columns 1 and 2 are based on the broad measure of profits. Columns 3 and 4 are based on the narrow measure of profits. 

TABLE 3 ESTIMATED PRACTICAL MAXIMUM FLIGHT 
HOURS 

2 3 4 
Turboprops Jets Turboprops Jets 

Maximum flight hours 
(MFH) 1,055 904 1,055 904 

NOTE: Columns 1 and 2 are based on a broad measure of profits . Columns 
3 and 4 are based on narrow measure of profits. 

aircraft flight hours and a proxy measure for relative operating 
costs. It is estimated that the practical maximum flight hours 
available from general aviation turboprop and jet aircraft 
is approximately 1,050 hr per year and 900 hr per year, 
respectively. 

Given the difficulty in deriving meaningful estimates for 
the limits on aircraft use, it is prudent to compare these esti
mates with ones derived from different methods and infor
mation. Nonetheless, statistical estimates based on flight 
operations such as those presented have the advantage of 
indirectly accounting for factors other than engineering and 
design features that may limit or constrain aircraft operation. 
The estimates are reasonable when compared to actual flight 

operations reflected in average flight hours per plane calcu
lated from FAA data . 
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